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ABSTRACT
The main objective of this study was to determine the English language
needs of Surveying Technology students' academic and occupational
setting.

So as to effectuate this, five groups of respondents were identified.
Surveying Technology students, surveying technology instructors,
English language instructors taken from the teaching staff and on-the-
job surveying graduates and their employers were taken from other non-
teaching staff. From each group, respondents were selected using
purposive, available and random sampling techniques. As a result, 80
students, 9 surveying instructors, 8 English language instructors, 12 on-
the-job surveying graduates and 2 employers were taken as a source of
information.

Qualitative and quantitative data were obtained from these subjects
mainly through questionnaire, interview and focus-group discussion.
Questionnaires were distributed to the 4 groups of subjects. Interview
and focus- group discussion were conducted with the English language
instructors and survey students. The questionnaires were designed for
surveying students, surveying instructors and English language
instructors to elicit information about the academic situation. The
interview for English language instructors and focus-group discussion
were designed to get more information about the academic situation
which couldn't be obtained through the questionnaires. The
questionnaire for the On-Job and surveying graduates and interview for
the employers were to obtain information about the language needs of
the learners in the occupational setting.

English language macro skills and a number of activities which were
thought to be widely used in the academic and occupational situations
were selected and presented to the respondents to rate their frequency,
and importance level as well as students' respective abilities in
performing them. The findings indicated the existence of a considerable
gap between the type and the extent of English language students are
expected to use in both academic and occupational careers and the
English language course being offered. Therefore, taking this gap into
consideration recommendations have been made.

IX



CHAPTER ONE

1.1 Background of the Study

Learners attend language courses for a number of different reasons

which necessitate an analysis of their needs and justify the emergence

and importance of English for specific purpose (ESP). According to

Munby (1978) and Howat (1984), English for specific purpose (ESP) is

one of the approaches in the language teaching and syllabus design

which emerged during the 1960s and 1970s. It has become an essential

and innovative activity in the area of English Language Teaching (ELT)

since then and it takes a particular group of Learners' needs into

consideration. For Robinson (1991), ESP is normally 'goal directed' and

its courses are developed from needs analysis which is based on what

students certainly need to do through the medium of English.

According to Brindley in Johnson (1989:67) the rationale for advocating

English for specific purpose (ESP) is the assumption that "--- language

users learn more effectively if program content is relevant to their

specific area of need or interest. General language proficiency (in this

case) is not as important as the ability to operate effectively in specific

areas relevant to the learners' needs and interest." To this effect,

learners are often more motivated and interested to learn English when

they make sure that it will help them in their future career and aspired

destination. Therefore, the assessment of learners' language needs in

the preparation of language teaching material is imperative. This IS

because the kinds of English that language learner are taught should

be restricted to their needs. Richards (2001:32).

Analyzing the specific needs of students is considered to be quite an

important pre-requisite in syllabus design and course material

preparation (Hutchinson and waters, 1987 and Nunan, 1988).

Hutchinson and waters (1987:8) state that learners need should



thoroughly be investigated for the fact that "the clear relevance of the

English course to their needs would improve the learners' motivation

and thereby make learning better and faster." In a word, thus, it is of

crucial importance to find out the needs of particular groups of

students for the utmost outcome of the language they will be provided

with. Hutchinson and waters (1987), further explain that as opposed to

General English (GE) in which courses are basically determined by

either tradition, choice of textbook or ministerial decision, ESP courses

give quite a central place to students' needs. Thus, for them,

determining the real needs of students is, therefore, top priority that

should come first in the designing of ESP curriculum and syllabus and

development of course materials.

When it comes to syllabus and course material preparation for students

who are being trained in Technical and vocational Education Training

colleges (TVETC), needs analysis becomes more important to make

program content relevant to their specific area of need or interest. In

carrying out needs analysis at this level and others, different parties

must have a say in determining the needs of a particular students.

Even though no one knows students' needs better than the students

themselves (Chan, 2001) they should not be considered as the only

ones who know what they really need (Hutchinson and waters, 1987,

Nunan, 1987 and Brindley in Johnson, 1989). As Hutchinson and

Waters (1987), say, however, the students may not even know their own

needs but just opinions about them. For this reason, it is imperative to

consider, the views of other stakeholders in the teaching learning

process. Language teachers, subject teachers, institutions (sponsors)

and customers (employers) in addition to that of the students

(Hutchinson and Waters, 1987 and Brindley in .Johrison, 1989).
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1.2 Statement of the Problem

It is clear that people in different professions and those learning

English to join different professions need to be offered course with

varied degree of emphasis on the language skills and content areas.

Acknowledging this fact, in the Ethiopian context, we have for instance,

'English for Lawyers' and 'Business English' and hence it is a timely

issue to have a kind of English language courses targeted towards

meeting the academic and professional needs of various technical,

vocational and educational training colleges (TVETC)students.

As English is the medium of instruction in the Ethiopian TVETcolleges,

teaching English in any TVET college is meant to help trainees to

satisfy the needs of the language in their field of study and the English

language courses should be designed to address trainees' professional

requirements and assist them to develop their English language skills

which in turn enable them to accomplish tasks and activities effectively

in their field of study. As Cunnigsworth (1995: 134) states, ESP

materials, however, need to "focus on aspects of English specific to the

subject area being covered."

In addition to the points mentioned above, scholars in the field of ESP

(Robinson, 1991, Dudley-Evans and Johns, 1998 and Wright, 2001)

stress the importance of giving adequate prominence to language

features that trainees repeatedly encounter in their discipline and less

to those language features which are less repeated in their discipline in

designing an appropriate course syllabus. Accordingly, for trainees who

are studying the same discipline, Jordan (1997) says that the English

course book need to be designed taking the special language features,

vocabulary, structures and etc into account in their field of study.

To the researcher's knowledge; however, the English language syllabus

and course materials in the existing vocational and technical colleges in
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the country were not designed to meet the trainees' needs, purpose and

application. The students are provided with the General English course

whose efficiency in addressing their academic and professional needs in

under question. For example, the English language textbooks which are

currently used for teaching surveying technology students in Tegbareed

TVET College are prepared for preparatory students who are believed to

join different disciplines after the completion of their pre-college study.

From this, it is possible to infer that learners need is not considered by

syllabus designers and materials writers in general. Moreover, local

research works carried out in order to investigate learners' need and

materials used to teach English for specific purpose (ESP), English for

General Purpose (EGP) or English for Academic purpose (EAP), show

that there is a mismatch between the learners' need and the materials.

For example, Abiy (1989) also tried to investigate the communicative
needs of Ethiopian high schools students. Abraham (1993) on his part

attempted to develop criteria in writing materials for English language
courses for Debrezeit Air Force Base. Halilemichael (1993) conducted a
need analysis in order to develop a service English Syllabus in the

Ethiopian Universities context. Mekasha (1994) assessed the English
language syllabus of one of the private language schools- Unity's
private language school in relation to the learners' target and learning

needs. Tilahun (2003) attempted to anlyze the language needs of
students of theology with reference to Meserete kirstos Evangelical
College. Ephrem (2004) conducted a need assessment on Menelik II and
Assella Government Nursing schools and Hospital. Feseha (2004)

assessed the language needs of the students of Agriculture at Mekele
University. Anteneh (2005) attempted to analyze Adama Technical and

vocational college students' English language needs. Very recently
Abebe (2008) assessed the English language needs of computer science
students at Gondar University. However, the present researcher has
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not come across any research conducted on the need analysis of
surveying technology students at any level.

Thus, this study is intended to assess the language needs of surveying
technology students at Tegbareed TVET colleges which has not been

attempted yet.

1.3 Objectives of the Study.

The main objective of the study is primarily to determine the English
language needs of surveying technology students at Tegbareed TVET
colleges. More specifically, this research attempts to:

• Identify the main language skill (s), language elements, and
activities relating to the learners academic and career life.

• Explore the students' perception of their own language needs
• Survey the different groups of respondents' (the English language

instructors' and surveying technology instructors', on-the-job
surveying graduates' and employers') opinions on the learners'
language needs.

• Identify the surveying technology students' main difficulties
(problems in learning English)

1.4 Significance of the Study

It is the researcher's hope that the findings of this study will be useful
to students, English and technical course instructors, the institutions,
syllabus designers and course material writers.

In the first place, learners will be the primary beneficiaries of the study
in that their needs will be clearly identified and reflected in the English
language courses syllabus and other supporting materials i.e, they will
have a course which considers their own needs. Secondly, the English
language instructors might be provided with information about the real
needs of their students and hence work towards addressing them by
adjusting their methodologies and material selections accordingly. More
over, it will let the English language instructors to identify the language
elements, activities to be used and skill areas to be focused on and then
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guide them to work collaboratively with the subject instructors so as to

meet their teaching objectives relatively more effective than ever before.

Lastly, this study is also believed to provide syllabus designers and

course material writers with update and relevant information of the

needs of the students for whom the syllabus and materials are meant.

It will also improve the awareness of the need for ESP courses so that

different need analysis would be carried out as trainees of different

areas of study have different language needs which require emphasis in

the language course.

1.5 Scope of the Study

This study is restricted to the English language needs analysis of

surveying technology majoring students of Tegbareed TVET College.

In other words it is with in the scope of this study to assess the present

target situation and learning needs of students at Tegbareed TVET

College.

1.6. Limitations of the Study

This study would have been more comprehensive if:

Other colleges had been taken as a sample population.

Various approaches to needs analysis had been employed in

addition to TSA and PSA.

Various instruments like observation had been used.

However, this has been one step forward for the researcher and

course designers who work in the area.
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CHAPTER TWO

Review of Related Literature

In this chapter, an intention is made to review related literature which

has relevance to the topic under study.

2.1 English for Specific Purpose (ESP)

2.1.1 Definition and Conceptual Discussion on ESP

Many scholars define the concept of English for Specific purpose (ESP)

in different ways. Hutchinson and waters (1987:21) define ESP as "an

approach to language teaching which aims to meet the needs of

particular learners." They also define the concept broadly saying' "ESP

is an approach to language teaching in which all decisions as to

content and method are based on the learners' reason for learning."

(1987: 19). ESP, according to Dudley- Evans and Johns (1998: 10) is "an

approach which is centered on the language appropriate to the

activities of the discipline it serves in terms of discourse, register,

grammar, lexis, genre and study skills." As to Robinson (1991 :3) ESP is

viewed as "a course normally goal directed [and that] develops from a

needs analysis which aims to specify as closely as possible what exactly

it is that students have to do through the medium of English".

From the definitions given above one can understand that ESP has

been designed to meet the specific needs of the learners focusing on the

learners' communicative needs which are pre-requisite to the

appropriate specification of what is to be taught. It is also possible to

understand that there is an absolute need to identify the unique needs

of a particular group of students and a special characteristics of the

specific situation in which the teaching learning process takes place.
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Some scholars define it on the basis of its characteristics or features.

Dudley- Evans and St. Johns (1998:4-5) define ESP in terms of it's

characteristics as follows.

1. Absolute characteristics:

- ESP is designed to meet specific needs of the learner

ESP makes use of the underlying methodology and activities of the

disciplines it serves.

2. Variable characteristics

• ESP may be related to or designed from specific discipline

• ESP may use, in specific teaching situations, a different

methodology from that of General English.

• ESP is likely to be designed for adult learner either at tertiary

level, institution or in a professional work situation. It could,

however, be used for learner at secondary school level.

• ESP is generally designed for intermediate or advanced students.

Most ESP courses assume basic knowledge of the language

system, but it can be used with beginners.

In summary, the specific needs and purposes of the learner language

specialism, goals of learning and reasons for learning are the main

features that serve as sources of the definitions of ESP.

Munby's (1978:7) definition is given from the specific needs view point

of the learner as follows:

ESP is a course where the syllabus and materials are
determined in all essentials by the prior analysis of the
communicative needs of the learner rather than by non
leamer-centered criteria such as the teachers J or the
institutions predetermined preferences for general English or
for treating English as a part of a general Education.

8



Streven (1978) and Robinson (1980) also define ESP on the basis of the

specific needs of the Lerner. Robinson says that an ESP course is

purposeful and is aimed at the successful performance of occupational

or educational roles. It is also done on thorough analysis of students'

needs and geared to the needs of the learners.

In general, from the discussion given so far, it is possible to understand

that even though scholars define the concept ESP in different ways,

they agree that it (ESP) has been designed to meet the specific needs of

the learners focusing on needs analysis and the use of appropriate

language for the purpose it serves (Robinson, 1991, and Munby, 1978).

For the purpose of this study definitions given by Hutchinson and

Waters( 1987)and Robinson(1991)were taken into consideration.

2.1.2 Origin and Development of ESP

Williams, et. al. (1984), state that ESP originated as a result of a

movement made in recognition of the very fact that different learners

have different needs that could hardly be addressed fully by General

English. Widdowson (1983) also says that it (ESP) also appeared in the

scene of language teaching learning with the view that learners will be

more motivated to learn materials which have relevance to their area of

special need or interest.The early idea of ESP became more accepted in

the late 1960's due to the ever increasing demands of technology and

commerce, especially in the developing countries which began to

demand specific English courses in order to enhance their benefits from

SCIence, technology and other modern disciplines (Hutchinson and

Waters, 1987 and Kennedy and Bolitho, 1984). According to

Hutchinson and waters (1987), there are three major factors that

contributed to the emergence of ESP. Firstly, the rapid expansion of

science and technology at the end of world-war II (1945). This resulted

in great economic advancement of many countries in the world and led
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people to demand one common language to expand technological

innovations and trade among the countries. English, the native

language of the United States of America, which is the dominant

country in the economic activities become the language of science,

technology and the language of business. As a result, many attempts

were made to design English for science and technology. The second

factor which contributed to the emergence of ESP was the linguistic

revolution, the shift of focus of language pedagogy from analysis of

grammatical forms (structural features) to the way in which language is

used or to the communicative aspect of language. The great demand of

the English language which influenced linguists' view of the language to

shift to determining the features of specific situations and makes these

features the basis of the learners' course. In short, as applied

linguistics shifts its emphasis from language usage to language in use,

the "tell me what you need English for and I will tell you the English

that you need became the guiding principle." (Hutchinson and Waters

(1987:8). Finally, the new development of educational psychology that

considers learners as a prime focus contributed to the emergence of

ESP. The traditional concept of learning that views learners as empty

vessels, where knowledge can be poured into by the knower has been

replaced by the assumption that learners are not mere empty vessels,

but are active productive participants who employ various learning

strategies, skills and techniques, come to school with different

expectations, purposes, learning experiences, interest and motivation.

Hence, the design of syllabus, methods and the preparation of

materials that could meet learners' need appear to get great attention.

2.1.3 Stages in the Development of ESP

ESP has passed through different developmental stages after its

emergence. The first phase according to Hutehiuson and Waters (1987)

10



IS register analysis. This stage took place in the years between 1960s

and ] 970s. Register analysis is based on the belief that English as one

field of study constitutes a special register which is designed based on

language registers identified as peculiar to certain field of study. It was

assumed that the English of, say surveying technology constituted a

specific register different from that of law or general English.

The second phase of ESP is rhetorical or discourse analysis which has

shifted the idea of register analysis that focuses on language at the

sentence level to rhetorical/discourse analysis that emphasizes beyond

the sen tence level. According to Allen and Widdowson (1974), as cited

in Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 10-11), the basic assumption

underlying in this phase was that

"... the difficulties which students encounter arise from
unfamiliarity with English use, and that consequently their
needs cannot be met by a course which simply provides
further practice in the composition of sentences, but only
by one which develops a knowledge of how sentences are
used in the performance of different communicative acts."

Hence, in this phase, the attention shifted to understanding how

sentences were combined in discourse to produce meaning. As a result,

syllabuses and materials of this phase showed concern in the need to

teach the learners as to how meaning would be produced through the

combination of sentences in discourse.

The third phase of ESP is target situation analysis which aims at

analyzing the linguistic features that the learners could use to

communicate in various purposes and situations. This phase IS

different from the earlier ones in that the analysis is closely related to

learners' reasons for learning. Thus, ESP, syllabus design was based on

the prior identification of the target situation (the purpose for which

students learn language) followed by detailed analysis of the linguistic

features of that situation.
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The fourth phase, namely skills-centered approach unlike the earlier

three phases of ESP, which emphasize on the analysis of the surface

forms of language, focuses on 'the underlying interpretative strategies

which enable the learner to cope with the surface forms" (Hutchinson

and waters, 1987: 13). AS to these scholars, the assumption behind this

phase is that underlying all language use, there appears a common

reasoning and interpreting process, which regardless of the surface

forms enable us to extract meaning from discourse. Thus, syllabus

design and material preparation of this phase emphasizes on language

use rather than usage (forms).

The fifth phase of ESP, called learner- centered approach, focuses on

language learning, as opposed to the description of the language itself

which is the concern of the first four phases. This phase emphasizes

the process of learning and learners' motivation to equip with the

necessary strategies used by learners in their studies or job

successfully. Hence, ESP syllabus design and material preparation

focuses on as how people learn the language as opposed to what people

do with the language.

It is clear from the discussion given above that all the stages are

believed to contribute to the development of the current ESP courses

design. Scholars in the ESP world advise ESP course developers to take

relevant ideas from these various stages of development in ESP.

Currently, there is no dominant movement in ESP. ESP like other

branches of ELT, has now accepted the implementation of Various

approaches, material types and methodologies.

2.1.4. Distinction between ESP and EGP

Scholars state the distinction between ESP and EGP in the following

manner. According to Strevens (1980) and Hutchinson and Waters

(1987) ESP came to being as part of the overall movement for teaching
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language for specific purpose (TLSP) in response to the needs of

particular learners. They suggest that thorough and systematic needs

analysis should be carried out with special emphasis on the learners,

the types of language required and the context in which the teaching

/learning takes place. Concerning EGP, according to Dudley-Evans and

.Jchn (1988), we mean a course which is meant for those beginning

learners or for those students who aspire to be certified for general

competency. Thus Hutchinson and waters (1987) and Strevens (1988),

argue that a General English course book cannot take the place of a

syllabus which is designed to meet the specific needs of specific

learners in a specific situation.

ESP is different from EGP language courses in a number of respects. To

begin with, as opposed to EGP, ESP is designed and offered in such a

way that it addresses the unique needs of particular students. ESP

teachers move in to the area of ESP are mainly teaching for a purpose

that focuses on a definite group of language topics, skills and genres

rather than another.

Secondly, Dudley-Evans and John (1998) regarding learners of ESP

state that in the case of ESP, learners are usually adults who learn

English in order to communicate variety of professional skills which

help to perform a particular job related tasks. Where as, in EGP,

learners are beginners who aspire to be certified for general

competency.

In addition, as identified by Blour (1984) and Hutchinson and waters

(1987) ESP differs from EGP in that in the case of the former, students

needs are highly considered in every step of curriculum development

and particularly in the selection of topics (contents) and skills to be

taught. Where as, in the latter, more of traditional and common sense

seems to dictate the choice of what is to be taught and how it is to be
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taught. Here, in the context of ESP, the concern of the syllabus

designer is to see in to the possible link between the language and the

ultimate purpose it serves in different contexts (Hutchinson and waters,

1987).

Furthermore, Widdowson (1983) also claim that ESP and EGP have

clear distinctions in terms of the purpose they have to do with. He

states that ESP is for training or teaching of pre-determined skills while

the focus of EGP has clear distinctions in terms of the purpose they

have to do with. He states that ESP is for training or teaching of pre-

determined skills whiles the focus of EGP Widdowson (1983), states

that the former gives emphasis to language skills based on needs

analysis while the latter to all language skills.

Hence, from the discussion given above, we can understand that ESP is

an approach that gives 'special attention to the kind of skill to be

emphasized, the type of content of ESP, course needs to include, and

learners' purpose for language learning based on needs analysis which

EG P fails to consider them.

In general, since General English is part of ELT, language needs

analysts in the preparation of ESP courses should take all these

differences into account in order to successfully meet learners learning

and target situation needs.

2.1.5. Classification of ESP

It is now clear that ESP learners learn a language for academic or work-

related rationales. And, there seems an agreement among ESP scholars

that there are two major categories of ESP: English for Academic

purpose (EAP) and English for occupational purpose (EOP) (Robinson,

1991, Hutchinson and waters, 1987, Dudley-Evans and John, 1998,

and Munby, 1978).
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EAP, which was the dominant version of ESP, is used where learners

learn English for their academic studies (Kennedy and Bolitho, 1984).

That is, in EAP courses, students are to acquire those learning

strategies and study skills necessary to accomplish their academic

careers (Jordan, 1997).

EOP refers to English that is not for academic purpose, it includes

English for professional purpose (EPP) which is the kind of English for

medicine, law, pilots, business personnel, telephone operators etc and

English for vocational purpose (EVP) for non-professionals in work or

pre-work situations (Dudley-Evans and Johns, 1998). EOP came in the

sphere of ESP with the underlying assumption that adults need to

acquire knowledge and skills they can apply out-side the academic

world (Ibid).

Hutchinson and Waters (1987), on the other hand, divide ESP into

three major types, EST (English for science and Technology), EBE

(English for Business and economics) and ESS (English for social

science). In addition, these Categories are also sub-divided into two

EAP and EOP.

2.1.5.1. English for Academic Purpose (EAP)

According to Dudley-Evans and Johns (1998), EAP refers to any

English teaching that relates to study purpose. It is generally taught

within education instructions to students who need English for their

studies or where they need English for educational purpose to pursue

part or all of their studies. For example, English for studying chemistry,

Economics, surveying technology and etc.

The key aspect for designing EAP course is to consider the emphasis on

different language skills according to the change in situations and the

difference in disciplines (Dudley-Evans and St. John, 1998). The
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language taught in EAP may be based on particular discipline or

discipline-based at higher levels of education either before specializing

in their studies or as apart of their studies.

As pointed out by Hutchinson and waters, (1987) the belief behind EAP

is that academic service English course will enable learners to cope

better both socially and with their specialist areas. Therefore, one of the

criteria for English course design in this context is derivation of context

or topic areas from those students' academic courses and related

specialist texts in general provided that they are worth using for

language learning purposes in classrooms.

Hence, the current concern of this research IS studying and

determining the English language need in the context of the learners'

field of study; that is, with identifying the social as well as academic

requirements of a particular situation and equipping students to cope

with language difficulties they faced in their academic study.

2.1.5.2. English for Occupational purposes (EOP)

EOP is the second branch of ESP. An EOP course is basically a training

course in which learners learn the English they will need to perform

their future jobs and thus it is the teaching of English to prospective

workers. The learners may need emphasis on more than one skill in

English to carry out their duties, depending on the nature of their jobs.

Kennedy and Bolitho (1984:4) put the concept as follows:

EOP is taught in a situation in which learners need to use
English as part of their work or profession. Instances of EOP
students would be doctors in casualty or technicians
servicing equipment. They need English, in the first case, to
talk and respond to patients and other staff, and, in the
second, to read technical manuals.

EOP learners are of three types: those who need English in order to

gam access to knowledge and may be put as pre-experience ESP
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learners, or those who are learning English concurrently with learning

the job itself and who can be called simultaneously ESP learners, or

those who need to express in English the knowledge which they already

have. That is, those who have already experienced the job and want to

develop some additional relevant English skills and who may be termed

as post-experience ESP learners. Hence, there will be difference in such

courses depending on whether the learners are learning English before

(pre-experience) during or after the time they are being trained in their

job or profession (Kennedy and Bolitho, 1984).

So far we discuss that ESP is broadly categorized as EAP and EOP.

However, scholars like Hutchinson and waters (1987), divide ESP into

three major types.

These are EST (English for science and Technology), EBE (English for

Business and Economics) and ESS (English for social science). These

categories, in turn are subdivided into two branches each: EAP (English

for academic purpose and EOP (English for occupational purpose) For

example, EST has been subdivided into EAP which can be represented

by English for medical studies, and EOP which can be labeled as

English for Technicians.

Tremble (1985) gives a clearer description of the relation EST has to

both EAP and EOP in that a student of engineering (EAP) and an

cngineering technician (EOP) share EST knowledge except in theory

and practice. Kennedy and Bolitho (1984), with this regard state that

ESP possesses a great deal to EST for its development for much of the

demand for ESP has come from scientists and technologists who need

to learn English for a number of purposes connected with their

specialism. Further more, scholars agreed on that EST aims at teaching

scientific English to scientists and technologists and for the writers in

these fields. This implies that designing English courses with in which
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macro and micro skills, vocabulary items, grammatical forms and

notions and communicative functions which are common to the study

of science and technology or found frequently in the scientists study

and job are given priority. However, these three classification or

distinctions are still very broad and the learning j teaching situation

needs to be defined more precisely, their common denominations EAP

and EOP arc in the final count the most likely feasible categories. The

following diagrams present the division of ESP.

Pre-experience

EOP Simultaneous (in service)

Post -experienceESP

EAPjEEP For study in

Specific discipline

Pre-study

In-study

Post-
study C Independent

Integrated

Fig I. ESP- Classification by experience (source: Robinson, 1991 :3)

Asa school subject
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The following diagram is based on discipline or professional area.

EAP

technology)
English for academic (science and

ESP
ccono 'c)

English for academic (Medical purpose)

English for academic (legal purpose)

English for academic (Business and

EOP English for J<: English for media purpose

Professional purpose English for business
purpose.

English for Pre-vocational
English

Vocational purpose vocational English

Fig. II. ESP classification by Profession area (Source: John, 1991:7 and

Dudley Evans and John, 1988:6).

All the divisions of ESP in to EAP and EOP or EBE, ESS etc is useful

but not complete and there are always confusions. For the sake of this

study, the surveying technology students treated in this study are

primarily put as EAP learners in their training time.

2.1.6. Benefits of ESP

Concerning the advantages of ESP courses compared with other

approaches Strevens (1988) in Dudley-Evans and John (1998), points

out the following.
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• ESP doesn't waste much time SInce it is not dealing with many

different topics and skills usually attempting to give equal

treatment to each.

• ESP is more relevant to the learner compared with GE.

• ESP is cost effective unlike GE which demands many resources

which mayor may not be relevant to the learner.

In a similar way, Wright (1992) Mentions the following as benefits of

ESP

• ESP results in faster acquisition of required linguistic items. This

is because students learn what they need and when they need it

in authentic content based on contexts in an accelerated and

intensive ways.

• ESP is efficient In making trainees to use maximal use of their

language resources all of which are brought to bear on acquiring

specific pre-determined linguistic items and skills.

Thus, preparing ESP courses for a particular group of students has a

number of advantages to meet the learners' learning and target needs

in the teaching of language courses in general and foreign (second)

language courses in particular.

2.2. Language Needs

2.2.1. Definition

Many scholars tried to define the concept language needs in different

ways though it is not easy to give a comprehensive definition. Brindley

(1989) define language needs in much more general terms as the gap

between what is and what should be. Berwick in Johnson (1989:52)

says need in general is "a discrepancy between a current state of affairs

and a desired future state." Robinson (1991) also defines needs as what
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learners have to do to acquire the language, what a certain institutions

considers essentials for students to learn and what the learners need to

perform with the language after learning it. Similarly, Brindley (1984)

as cited in Richards (2001:54) also defines needs as "the term used to

refer to wants, desires, demands, expectations, activations, lacks,

constraints and requirements."

From the above definitions it would be possible to understand that

language needs are the rationale behind the desire of students to learn

language. If the learners' needs are identified, they are usually stated in

terms of goals and objectives which in turn can serve as the basis for

developing materials, teaching activities, tests, evaluation strategies as

well as for evaluating the efficiency of overall language program

(Hutchinson and Waters, 1987).

2.2.2. Types of Language Needs

As Richterich (1983) quoted by Brindley In Johnson (1989) the very

concept of language needs has never been clearly defined and remains

at best ambiguous. Therefore, in order to have a clear understanding of

the concept, we need to consider the meanings of needs in terms of

some classifications.

Different scholars classify language needs in different ways. They

classify learners' educational needs as: learning needs and target

situation needs. Hutchinson and Waters (1987) and Brindley (1989) in

Robinson (1991) classify the same concept in to objective and

subjective needs. In addition, Berwick in Johnson (1989) categorizes

needs as perceived and felt needs. Furthermore, Hutchinson and

waters (1987) classify needs as necessities, wants and lacks from target

situation needs point of view.

To begin with, Hutchinson and waters (1987:54) define learning needs

as "what the learners need to do in order to learn." These needs refer to
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the route or vehicle the learners choose to get from the starting point to

the destination or answer the question 'how to learn a language in a

specific situation?' In other words, these needs refer to how learners

learn to do what they do with language. These types of needs are those

subject knowledge, skills, strategies, and language items that the

students need to employ so as to complete their academic tasks

effectively. On the other hand, target situation needs are defined as the

ones that the learners need to do or communicate in the target

situation (Hutchinson and waters, 1987). It is concerned with language

use. In other words, it refers to the knowledge and abilities the learners

require in order to be able to perform to the required degree of

competence in the target situation (Ibid, 1987:60). These include the

language items, skills, subject knowledge and strategies that the

learners need to effectively and efficiently execute his/her job in the

target situation. Students' study or job requirement is, for example, an

aspect of the target needs.

Sccondly, subjective needs refer to students' cognitive and affective

necds in the learning situation. These needs cover a wide range of

factors such as personality, confidence, attitudes, learners' wants and

expectations with regard to the learning of English, learning

preferences (methodology) personal cognitive styles, and so on

(Robinson, 1991, Dudley-Evans and Johns, 1998 and Tudor, 1996).

Subjective needs are learners' belief regarding factors that can affect

the way in which learners perceive and approach their language study.

Most of the time students perceive their subjective needs. However,

there are some instances where teachers are able to perceive subjective

needs of their students. As Brindley (1984) in Robinson (1991 :8) states

"many learners may not themselves perceive a particular subjective

need (e.g. the need to develop confidence) which a teacher is capable of

seeing."
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Objective needs as Brindley in Robinosn (1991:8) states "--- refers to

needs which are derivable from different kinds of factual information

about learners, their use of language in real-life communication

situations as well as their current language proficiency and language

difficulties." They can be diagnosed by teachers on the basis of the

analysis of personal data about learners. Of course, many ESP students

have a clear view of some if not all of their objective needs (Robinson,

1991). The information about these types of needs is usually gathered

by analyzing the specific language features required for a specific work

or learning situation in a target situation.

Thirdly, perceived needs according to Hutchinson and waters, (1987)

and Berwick in Johnson (1989) are viewed as judgments of certified

experts about the educational gaps in other peoples' experience. These

are those knowledge and skills that institutes suppose their students

need to acquire upon the completion of a certain course or training. On

the other hand, felt needs as to Brookfield (1988:221) are "wants,

desires and wishes of the learner.

Moreover, Hutchinson and waters (1987) VIew needs from target

situation needs point of view and classify it as necessities, lacks and

wants. Necessities is the type of needs determined by the demands of

target situation, that is, what the learner has to know in order to

function effectively in the target situation. The learner need to know the

linguistic features: discourse, functional, structural, lexical which are

commonly used in a given situations. Lacks refers to the gap between

the knowledge that the learner will need and the knowledge that the

learner presently has. Wants refers to the learners desire to learn which

mayor may not conflict with the way in which the course has been

designed.
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From the discussion above, it is clear that ESP syllabus designers and

material writers need to have adequate knowledge about the difference

of each type of needs and take account of them in material preparation

and methodology. In addition, in order to conduct a comprehensive

needs analysis, analysts should make a thorough examination of the

different types of needs mentioned above.

2.3. Needs Analysis

2.3.1. Definition and conceptual discussion of Needs Analysis.

Even though it is difficult to provide clear and precise definition for the

phrase needs analysis (Richterich, 1983) different scholars forward the

following definitions.

According Hutchinson and waters (1987) and Robinson (1991), needs

analysis is viewed as the process of determining the things that are

vitally important for the effective accomplishment of a certain purpose.

For Tarone and Yule (1989:32) needs analysis is "a process of collecting

and evaluating information concerning learners' language needs to

answer the question what aspects of the language a particular group of

learner needs?" Dudley-Evans and Johns (1988:121), on their part

define needs analysis as the "process of establishing what and how of a

course." Similarly, Richards et.al. (1992) state that need analysis is the

process of determining the needs for which a learner or group of

learners require a language and arranging the needs according to

priorities. In doing this, they mention that needs analysts gather

information about the learner in order to know the objectives, for which

thc language is needed, the situation in which the language will be

used, with whom the language will be used and the level of proficiency

required. Another scholar, Bloor (1984: 16-17) describes needs analysis

from the learners and target situation point of view in the following

way.
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A needs analysis maybe a learner-centered which is to
say that it examines what the learner can do at the
commencement of the course, what problems he/she may
have or what skills she / he may possess that will enable
him to learn well in certain conditions .. [It can also] be
target-centered which is to say that it looks at the
learners' future role(s) and attempts to specify what
language skills or linguistic knowledge the learner needs
in order to perform the roles adequately.

ESP syllabus needs to address both of these needs in the most effective

way possible for optimum out come of language learning.

2.3.2. Approaches to Needs Analysis

Various approaches have been used to carry out needs analysis before

syllabus design and material preparation for ESP courses. According to

Dudley-Evans and Johns (2001), Jordan (1997) and Robinson (1991),

target- si tua lion analysis, presen t-si tuation analysis, learn ing-cen tered

approachcs, strategy analysis, means analysis and language audits are

the common ones. In carrying out needs analysis as .Jordan (1997)

suggests, needs analyst should first decide which approaches they

follow before embarking on the actual task. For this reason, this study

primarily focuses on the first two approaches: target situation analysis

(TSA) and present situation analysis (PSA) which are believed to be the

basis for the other approaches. In support of this idea Robinson

(1991 :9) states that "in practice, one is likely to seek and find

information relating to both TSA and PSA.

2.3.2.1. Target-Situation Analysis (TSA)

According to Hutchinson and waters (1987) target situation analysis

(TSA) refers to what the learner needs to do well in a given situation.

Similarly, Robinson (1991 :8) states that 'needs analysis which focuses

on students' needs at the end of the language course can be called a

target-situation analysis (TSA). It proceeds by first identifying the target
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situation and then carrymg out detailed analysis of the target tasks,

linguistic features and knowledge requirements of that situation. The

best known requirement of that situation analysis is devised by Munby

(1978). The core of this framework is the "communication needs

processor' in which account is taken of the variables that affect

communication needs and the dynamic interplay between them

pordan, 1997 and Hutchinson and waters, 1987). As to these same

scholars, after operating this framework, we can obtain a profile of

students language needs and convert them in to a 'communicative

competence specification' for which a syllabus is drawn.

.Jordan (1997) makes clear that target situation analysis would involve

obtaining information about the situations in which the language will

be used, and discourse components and linguistic features commonly

used in them. As a result, register, discourse, genre, skills and

strategies can fall under TSA. Hutchinson and waters (1987) on their

part offer a target situation analysis framework that consists primarily

of the following equations: why is the language needed? How will the

language be used? What will the content area be? Who will learner use

the language with? Where will the language be used? And when will the

language be used?

2.3.2.2. Present-situation Analysis (PSA)

Present situation analysis (PSA) refers to what the learners already

know and what they lack, what strengths and weaknesses they have in

language skills and experiences (Hutchinson and Waters, 1987). As to

Robinson (1991) PSA helps to gather data about the learners' language

learning background, their motivation, interest, reasons for taking the

course, learning styles and the relations between the language course

and learners' academic study and future occupation.
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According to Jordan (1997), PSA ascertains students' language

proficiency at the beginning of the course. Information is sought on

levels of ability, resource and views on language teachingj learning.

PSA according to Tador (1996:67) is "a logical counterpart to target

situation analysis in that it involves the analysis of learners' current

abilities with respect to their intended uses of language." It can involve

prioritizing of activities identified in the TSA and detailed evaluation of

learners' abilities in the relevant skill domain. This helps in the

identification of language skills and functions that are very important

to the trainees as well as to find out the difficulties that trainees face in

using the skills and functions in the target situation.

Robinson (1991) suggests that since TSA and PSA are complementary

and make need analysis comprehensive, anyone engaging in needs

analysis is advised to carefully implement them to arrive at' sound

conCUSSIOn.

2.3.3. Benefits of Needs Analysis

In general, the aim of needs analysis is to determine the learners'

language needs. More specifically, scholars in the field of ESP state the

benefits of necds analysis as follows.

• Needs analysis helps to decide on the type of situations in which

the learners are supposed to use the target language and the

tasks consisting of language skills and activities (Munby, 1978).

• Needs analysis is an indispensable element of curriculum

development which deals with general or specific communicative

language needs based on which the goals, objective and contents

of a language course are designed. (Hutchinson and waters

19871, Richards and Rodgers 1986, and Munby 1987.) Needs

analysis provide language instructors, designers of a course and
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concerned bodies with an insight into students' present level of

proficiency and the language skills and activities for target

situations which the students are expected to use (Hutchinson

and waters, 1987 and Munby 1978.)

• Needs analysis is of paramount importance in setting criteria for

designing meaningful material and teaching techniques. (Dubin

and Olshtain, 1986.)

• Needs analysis is a crucial process in language teaching/learning

as it focuses on identifying and setting program objective,

developing appropriate syllabus, material and techniques as well

as useful skills and activates (Hutchinson and waters, 1987 and

Munby, 1978.)

• In summary needs analysis can be used in the assessment of

language program or instruction In general and In the

assessment of a syllabus in particular. Thus, the purpose of

needs analysis used in this study is to assess the course material

being in use and in light of the learners' needs.
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CHAPTER THREE

3. METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE
This chapter discusses the methodology and procedures employed in

the study. It also deals with human and institutional samples selected

[or the study. Besides it discusses the sites of the research and the

reasons I have for selecting them.

In order to gather the necessary information and then, to determine

the English language needs of Diploma students of surveymg

Technology at Tegbareed Technical and Vocational Education Training

College, which is the main target of this study, both quantitative

(questionnaires) and qualitative (interview and focus-group

discussion)methods were employed. For this purpose, surveymg

students, major area subject and English language instructors, on -the

-job surveying graduates and their employers were used as data

sources.

3.1. Sampling

3.1.1. Institutional Subjects

Tegbareed TVET College was the institutional subject of this study. It

was taken as a sample among TVET Colleges in the country [or the

reason that. it is the nearest place compared to other and this was

thought to minimize time and financial constraints.

Moreover, Ethiopian Roads Authority and Addis Ababa City

Government Roads Authority were selected as sites of research to see

students' target needs out of their academic environment. These were

organizations in the research area that many of surveying graduates of

the college were employed.
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3.1.2. Human Subjects

In order to obtain more reliable information, I have identified five

groups of human subjects as sources of information. In this college

there were three batches of surveying technology students and in each

batch there were 35 students. To get relatively reliable data from

students who have taken most of the English courses offered in the

college, 35 of third year regular students (100%) were selected as the

marn source of information using available sampling technique. In

addition, 25 of third year extension students (71.43%) were also

selected as the main source of data using random sampling technique.

AS Gay and Airasian (2000) state it is clear that the large the number of

sample population, the more reliable the data would be. As a result, on

top of third year regular and extension program 20 students from

second year regular program (57.14%) were also selected randomly to

make the total number of 80, students which accounts for 76.19% of

the entire sample population. First year students were not included for

they are taking the English courses and may not be in a good position

to evaluate the materials and express English language needs of

surveying students.

Moreover, Surveying and English language instructors were other

groups of human subjects taken as sources of information. There were

nine surveying instructors and eight English language instructors

currently teaching major area subject courses and English language

courses respectively at the college. All (100%) of them were taken as a

source of information using available sampling technique. This IS

because as Gay and Airasian (2000) say, the smaller the number of

population the greater the sample population should proportionally be.

And I also found collecting information from this groups manageable.
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Furthermore, on -rhe- job surveymg graduates and their employers

were other human subjects in the study. Twelve on-the-job surveying

graduates who were serving in two institutions namely Ethiopian Roads

Authority and Addis Ababa City Government Roads Authority all

(100(%)of them were used as sources of information. They were selected

using available sampling technique. Two employers, one from each

organization was taken as a sample population of the study. This was

the possible number of forth- coming respondents I could find for the

interview.

3.2. Research Instruments

3.2.1. Questionnaires

Questionnaires were designed and used as data collection instruments.
For designing the questionnaires, slight adaptation was made from
ideas forwarded by Chan (2001:22-27), Hailemichael (1993) and .Jordan

(1997). All the questionnaires except the one for on-the-job surveymg

graduates were piloted on twelve students, TwoEnglish language
instructors and two surveying technology instructors from General
Wingate TVET College. The piloting was done to get comments on the

questionnaires design, contents, wording and layouts before the full-
scale survey. As a result, an item which reads writing curriculum vitae

was canceled from the students' and instructors' questionnaire.

3.2.1.1. The Questionnaire for Surveying Technology

Students

The questionnaire for surveymg students composed of questions
aimed at eliciting information on the students' attitude towards

English language and the existing course, their preferred type of
English, topics/themes and vocabularies, the frequency and
importance of English language macro skills and sub-skills i.e.,

activities that are accomplished in English in their training situation
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(their wants) and their perceived abilities of English for those particular

language skills and specific tasks and activities as rated by the

students themselves. Hence, the questionnaire (See Appendix 6A) was

translated into Amharic and 80 copies of the questionnaire were

distributed to 80 students while they were in their respective

classrooms. I together with a surveying instructor currently teaching at

the college arranged and used class test days, the days on which there

would be no or rare absenteeism to increase return rate. I asked them

to fill the questionnaire just there in the classroom. As a result 78 of

the questionnaires (97.5%) were filled properly and returned. Two

respondents didn't fill in the questionnaires properly; as AS
responses were rejected. " ....•....••'.•..

3.2.1.2. The Questionnaire for Surveying Instructors

This questionnaire (Appendix 7) was designed parallel to that of the

students. Most of the questions in this questionnaire were similar to

those of the students' but the stems were different in that for instance,

instead of 'How do you rate your perceived ability in using English

language skills?' the steam reads 'how do you rate your students'

ability in using the English language skills?' However, additional

questions were included in the instructors' questionnaire. The purpose

of this questionnaire was to substantiate students' responses to the

same questions in their own questionnaire and vice versa. It also helps

when the students fail to express their needs and wants because of lack

of experience. Here, 9 copies of questionnaire were distributed to 9

instructors and all (100%) were filled properly and returned.

3.2.1.3. The Questionnaire for English Language Instructors

This was another set of questionnaire (See Appendix 8) which aimed at

eliciting information on the assessment of English language instructors'

evaluation of the existing English Course and surveying students'

abilities in English language skills. It was also intended to assess the
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instructors' preference of language type, topics/ themes and

vocabularies for surveying students. The purpose was to see the

students' English language needs from another corner and to compare

English instructors' responses across the students and surveying

instructor's responses. This again helps to triangulate the data.

Here 8, copies of the questionnaire were distributed to 8 English

language instructors in the college and all (100%) were filled properly

and returned.

3.2.1.4. The Questionnaire for on-the -job surveying

graduates

A separate questionnaire (Appendix 9A) was designed and distributed

to on-the -job surveying graduates. This questionnaire composed of

questions focused on gathering information about the importance of

English language macro skills and the on-job graduates perceived

abilities in using them in their occupation, the importance of English

language sub-skills i.e. specific tasks or activities which are likely

accomplished in English in their occupation and their ability in using

English to accomplish the tasks or activities as rated by themselves.

The purpose of the questionnaire was to assess surveying students

target needs (language needs for occupational purpose). The

questionnaire was translated into Amharic and 12 copies of the

questionnaire were distributed to 12 on-the -job surveying graduates

who were serving at Ethiopian Roads Authority and Addis Ababa City

Government Roads Authority. 10(83.33%) were filled properly and

returned.

3.2.2. Interview

3.2.2.1. Interview for English Language Instructors

The interview (Appendix 10) was designed based on the idea forwarded

by Dudley-Evans and St. .Johris (1998: 133-4) and Hyland (2003:254-6).
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These interview questions were prepared for English language
instructors in order to validate and supplement information gathered
through questionnaires. So, the questions in this instrument were

similar with those distributed to English instructors. Here, 2 of the
English language instructors who filled in the questionnaire before were

interviewed. The aim of this interview was to assess whether the
content of the English courses provided to the surveying students
satisfy their need. They lasted between twenty and twenty five minutes

each with the researcher eliciting information and noting it down.

3.2.2.2. Interview for Employers
In order to extract Usable information, separate interview questions
were prepared for employers who were in touch with the employee's

actual needs because of their experience in the area. This was done to

verify on-the-job surveying graduates (employees) responses. There
fore, the questions in this instrument were similar with those questions
in the questionnaires distributed to on-the job graduates. The interview
was semi-structured. The advantage of this suggests Robinson
(1991: 13), is that 'the interviewer is able to guide and helps the
interviewee through the questions with linguistic clarifications and to

record their answer and explanations.'

Here 2 employers, 1 from the Ethiopian Roads Authority and the other
from the Addis Ababa City Government Roads Authority were

interviewed.

3.2.3. Focus group discussion

Students' focus group discussion (Appendix 12) was the other
instrument used to collect information. It was designed based on ideas
forwarded by Hyland (2003:255-6), Basturkmen (1998:9), Dudley-

Evans and St. Johns (1998:134) and Abraham (1993:127). The focus-
group discussion was intended to elicit information on students'
language needs which were not possible through questionnaire and
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interview. The responses obtained were used to validate data gathered
through the questionnaire and interviews. A focus group discussion is

advantageous in that it helps the students learn to reconcile their
individual needs with those of a class as a whole. Hence, 15 students

who filled the questionnaire before were participated in the focus-group

discussion. The focus- group discussion lasted 30 minutes with the
researcher eliciting the information and an assistant noting their
responses down.

3.3. Data Organization

In this study, the data were collected through questionnaire (qualitative
data), interview and focus-group discussion (qualitative data).With
regard to the questionnaires, the frequencies of responses were counted

for each item and multiplied by the numerical values given to each
scale. The numbers found under each scale for individual items were
added to calculate the summation of mean .Based on the mean value

obtained, items were ranked accordingly. The mean gives us the
average value of all responses given to an item.

In a 5 point Likert scale type of questionnaire, the ideal average score

value is 3. If an item is given a mean score of 3, then the average value

(score) is believed to be median. This could imply that a group agrees
with an item moderately while a mean score below 3 implies that the

group as a whole does not favor an item and vice versa.

Qualitative analysis was employed so as to analyze data collected
through the open -ended items of the questionnaire, semi-structured

interviews, and focus-group discussion.
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CHAPTER FOUR
4. DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION

In this chapter the data gathered through questionnaire, interview and

determining the English language needs of surveying technology

students at Tegbareed TVET College. As stated in chapter three, I

focus-group discussion is presented and analyzed with the view of

attempt to present the findings of the study using quantitative and

qualitative data analysis technique. The data collected from the target

population through questionnaire will be presented and analyzed using

tables, mean scores, and ranks. Besides, the information obtained

thorough interview and focus- group discussion will be discussed.

4.1. Language Learning Needs of Surveying Technology Students
4.1.1. Students' Attitude towards Learning English Language

and the Existing English Course.

Attempt was made to see Surveying students' attitude towards learning

English in general and the existing English course in particular .To

elicit the students' attitude, two sets of statements were prepared

.Each set has six statements which were half positive and half negative

about the two objects (i.e., learning English and the existing English

course) . The students were asked to show their attitudes on the Likert

scale which has five points ranging from strongly agree to strongly

disagree for rating each statement (See Appendix 6A.) Different

numerical values were given to the scale. For the positive statements,

strongly agree is given 5 points, Agree=4, undecided=3, Disagree=2 and

strongly disagree= 1. For negative statements, on the other hand, the

reverse value was given. This can help to compute all responses under

the same category and finally to add up the mean scores of all the six
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statements. For each set, the maximum value (favorable attitude) of the
six statements is 30 (i.e., 6x5) and the minimum value (unfavorable) is

6 (i.e., 6x1) where 6 represents number of statements and 5 and 1
represent the maximum and the minimum value in the given scale. For

further information see Appendix 2, Table 8. A summary of mean

scores is presented in the table here under.

Table 1. Mean Scores and Summation of Mean Scores of Students'
Attitude stowards English Language and the Existing English

Courses as rated by themselves.

Mean
Statement Scor L/J

es

The English Language:-- -

_a.._L~e_?-llYJiketo learn English. 4.44

b. Learning English is an important part in our College 3.96
program.

c. learning English will help me in my future. 4.24
25.40

d. Learning English is waste of time 4.35

c. Learning English has nothing to do with learning other 4.33
courses.

-

f. Learning English is very difficult 4.08

The current Engltsh courses

a. The course is irrelevant to my interest 3.95

b. I hate the course because it doesn't help me 3.85

c. I take the course because I am forced 3.65-- --

d. The course is helpful to surveying students 2.45 19.31
------

e. I like the content of the course 2.79l-r-

f. The course is an appropriate one 2.62
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As depicted in Table 1 the result of the students' responses about their

attitude towards learning English is 25.40 which is nearer to 30 the

(maximum result) compared to the position it has to the median (18).

This implies that the students have strongly positive attitude towards

learning English. This fact was confirmed by the students during the

focus group discussion. They agreed that the English language IS

important for their present training and further academic studies.

With regard to their attitude towards the existing English course, the

result shows 19.31. This result is nearer to the median (neutral

attitude measure) than to the maximum result. From this, it is fair to

say that their attitude towards the course is not negative. This may be

attributed to the effort made by instructors to make the course suit the

surveying students. Thus, it is possible to guess from the two attitude

results that the students are not satisfied with the English course they

have taken though they have strongly positive attitude towards learning

the English language. This is to say that the attitude they have for the

current course (19.31) is not as strong as the attitude they have for

learning English (25.40). This may attribute to the general nature of the

course (English for preparatory grades) in this case which is not

specifically designed to meet their specific language needs. As

presented in section 4.1.3. the students and instructors rated this

English type as one of least priority compared to English for surveying

technology students and the course designed consisting of the two.

Similarly, the English instructors were asked to rate their students'

interest in the course and they did it as average. This correlates with

the responses obtained from the students focus group discussion and

the implication of the result in the questionnaire .Besides, both groups

of respondents commented that their interest would have been higher

had the contents of English course covered vocabularies, topics/themes
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and activities related to surveying technology which would help them

cope with their training in the college and in their future occupation

4.1.2. Evaluation of the Existing English Language Course as Rated

by English Language Instructors

I have attempted to see the English language instructors' evaluation of

the existing English course. They were asked to identify and rate the

extent to which they are satisfied with the various aspects of the

existing English language course (English for level 2 and 3) in this case.

They wcre given a five point scale to rate their degree of satisfaction

represented by numbers 5-1 Likert scale. 5 is given to very satisfied, 4=

satisfied, 3= undecided, 2= dissatisfied, and 1= very dissatisfied. The

mean scores of the responses for each statement are presented in the

table below.

Table 2: Mean scores and ranks of English language Instructors

Evaluation of the existing English courses.

Statements Mean Rank
Scores-- -

I am satisfied with:-~~--
a. The focus of the objectives of the existing English course. 3.50 1
b. The focus of the objectives of the existing English course 3.38 2

for the development of the language skills.
c. The number of English courses offered to Surveying 3.38 2

students.
d. The attitudes of the students towards the course. 2.75 4
e. The relevance of the contents of the current English 1.88 5

course to surveying students' training.
f. The appropriateness of topics themes of the current 1.88 5

English course to surveying students' training.
g. The relevance of the vocabulary items of the current 1.88 5

English course to surveying students'.

The result shows that the mean scores ranges between 1.88 and 3.55.

This depicts that there exists a considerable gap between the existing

English course and what it would have been. With regard to the

relevance of content, appropriateness of topics / themes and
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vocabularies, the respondent's evaluation shows that they are

dissatisfied. They evaluate these statements between very dissatisfied

and 'dissatisfied' (1.88) each. This implies that the English language

instructors are not happy with the content of the existing English

course. On the other hand, the clarity of aims, the focus of objectives of

the English course and the number of English courses offered to

students were rated between 'undecided' and satisfied with mean

scores 3.55 each . This shows that the instructors are some how

satisfied with the items though the contents of the course could not

help to achieve the stated aims and objectives.

On top of that, two English instructors were asked what content they

teach in the course and they agreed that they are teaching general

English(Grade 11 and 12 preparatory English).This doesn't appear to

meet majority of the academic and professional needs identified from

the questionnaire results .They commented that it should have been

designed in a way that it would meet the specific needs of surveying

students' which is all about speaking, listening, writing and reading of

activities related to their field of specialization. This idea agrees with

what the students said in the focus-group discussion and the result

obtained from the questionnaire. Moreover, English instructors were

given a question that asks whether the existing English course be

changed or not. All of them responded that they want the material be

changed. They were again requested to specify any other comments

which they think are relevant to the development of the English course

for surveying technology students. (See Appendix, 4.) The English

instructors agreed that they are not happy with the existing English

course. In response to whether or not the vocabularies, tasks and

examples in the course materials were related to the students' field of

study, the entire English instructors said that they are neither related

to the students' field of study nor help them deal with contents /topics
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and vocabularies related to surveymg students' field of study. The

students answered in a similar way in their group discussion. Both

groups of respondents had similar view in that they demanded the

course ought to have been a focused one (English for surveying

students) rather than general English (preparatory grades English)

offered across all the departments of the college. They believed that the

former type of course would be a good replacement of the latter one.

Therefore, it is possible to suggest that the English course provided

with surveying students is not as it was intended in preparing students

to deal with activities they are expected to perform in the training

setting as well as in their future occupation.

4.1.3. Assessment of Preferred Type of English (ESP)

Both students and instructors of Surveying technology were provided

with three statements which indicate the type of ESP courses i.e.,

English for surveying technology students, General English and a

balance between the two, Then, they were asked to show their

preferences by using Likert scale ranging between 5- 1 where 5= very

high, 4= high, 3= moderate, 2= Low and 1= very low. (See Appendices

6A and 7). The mean scores and ranks of the responses given by both

groups of respondents is illustrated in the table below.

Table 3: Mean scores and ranks of preferred type of English in students'

training setting as rated by students and surveying instructors.

Mean Scores Rank
Type of English

STS STI STS STI

a. General English (GEl 3.29 3.22 3 3

b. English for surveying technology 4.35 5.00 1 1
-
c. A balance between the two 4.06 3.89 2 2

Key: STS= Surveying Technology Students, STI=Surveying Technology

Instructors.
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The result was similar for both the students and the instructors.

English for surveying technology was highly preferred and ranked first

with the mean scores of 4.35 and 5.00 by both groups of subjects

respectively. A balance between the two was identified important for the

students' training and ranked second with the mean score of 4.06 and

3.89 by both groups of subjects. Even though General English is

relatively least preferred, it was also considered necessary for the

students'training.

Therefore, the content of the English course for surveymg students

would be appropriate when it incorporates variety of tasks/ activities,

topics/ themes, and vocabularies that can promote the use of three

types of English that are presented.

4.1.4. Assessment of Students' Preferences of Topics / Themes and

Vocabularies

The students, Surveying instructors and the English language

instructors were given four statements that reflect their preferences of

topics/ themes and vocabularies in English course. Two of the

statements were related to topics/ themes and the other two were

related to vocabulary preferences. A five point Likert scale with

numbers 5-1 where (5=very much important " 4= much important' 3=

important', 2= less important and 1= not important) was given to them

to reflect their beliefs (See Appendices 6A, 7 and 8.) The preference

value for the topics/ themes and vocabularies were computed. The

learners' responses were verified against each subject area and English

language instructors responses to the same questions. The mean scores

and ranks are presented in the table below.
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Table 4: Mean scores and ranks of importance of topics/ themes and

vocabulary in students training setting.

Mean Scores
Statements

STS STI ELI

a. Topics/themes related to surveying technology 4.56 5.00 4.50

b. Any topic/theme 3.22 2.56 2.50
--
c. Vocabulary specific to surveying Technology 4.54 5.00 4.50

-

d. General vocabulary 3.59 3.44 3.50
--

KEY: STS= Surveying technology students, STI= surveymg Technology

instructors, and EL1=English Language instructors.

From Table 4 above, it is possible to see that the result appears similar

for Surveying students, Surveying instructors and English language

instructors. Topics/ themes related to surveying technology were highly

preferred type of content with the mean scores of 4.56, 5.00 and 4.50

by the threc subjects respectively. Any topic/theme was considered less

important for the learners' training by all of the subjects.

As to vocabulary, vocabulary specific to surveying technology was

highly preferred with the mean scores of 4.54, 5.00 and 4.50 by the

students, surveying instructors, and English language instructors

respectively. General vocabulary was also indentified less important by

all of the respondents. This implies that emphasis is given to the

importance of specialist vocabulary though the importance of general

vocabulary was not denied.

Therefore, it is possible to suggest that the English language course

material for surveying students would be appropriate if the contents,

topics / themes and vocabularies are derived from the students' courses

and related specialist texts.
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4.2. Target Situation Analysis of Surveying Technology Students

(TSA)

4.2.1. Assessment of Students' Learning Needs

Surveying students English language needs i.e., English language

needs for training and future occupation is presented in this section of
the study. The English language macro skills and specific activities
which require English in the students' training setting and future

occupation were presented to be evaluated by the students. An attempt
was made to verify their responses against subject-area instructors'
and against on- the job graduates' responses on the same questions

which ask about the importance of the skills and specific activities both
in the training setting and future occupation respectively.

4.2.1.1. Evaluation of Importance of English Language Skills in
the Training Setting.

The English language macro skills (listening, reading, speaking, writing,

grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation) were identified and provided
to the students. They were asked to rate the degree of importance of
these skills in the training setting. For this purpose, number 1-5 Likert
scale where 5='very much important', 4= 'much important',

3='important', 2=less important' and 1= 'not important' were provided

so as to help them decide the importance level of each skill. (See
Appendices 6A and 7). The responses given by both groups of
respondents were computed by multiplying the number by the

frequency of responses to get the mean score which help to rank the
skills according to their level of importance. (See Appendix 2, Table 1
and Appendix 3, Table 1). The mean scores and ranks are presented
hcrc under.
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Table 5: Mean scores and ranks of importance of English language

skills in the training setting as given by the students and instructors.

English Language Skills Mean Score Rank

STS STI STS STI

a. Listening 4.13 4.78 3 3

b. Reading 4.23 4.89 1 1

c. Speaking 4.00 4.56 6 5

d. writing 4.14 4.89 2 1

e. Grammar 4.12 4.44 5 6
f. Vocabulary 4.13 4.78 3 3

g. pron unciation 2.03 2.22 7 7

Key: STS= Surveying Technology Students, STI=Surveying Technology

Instructors.

The result as depicted in Table 5 , ranges between an importance value

of very much important' and ' much important' except both groups'

judgment of pronunciation below important'. The students reported

that reading and writing are the most important skills in their training

setting, ranking them 1st and 2nd. In addition, the instructors identified

reading and writing as equally the top important skills in students'

training setting with mean score of 4.89 an importance value lying

above 'much important'. Vocabulary and listening were reported the

second equally im portan t skills following reading and writing in the

training as rated by the students and instructors of Surveying

technology. Pronunciation was identified the least important skill in the

training setting. Consequently, from top to bottom, it is possible to put

the skills in their order of importance as reading and writing,

vocabulary and listing, speaking, grammar and pronunciation

respectively.

Moreover, this was clearly justified by the students in their focus-group

discussion session. They were asked what expectation they had of a
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present English course. Majority of the students agreed that they

expected it would help them gain proficiency in reading, writing,

speaking and listening applicable in their training setting. For example

they wanted their English course to offer them knowledge of writing

assignments and exams, listening to course lectures and students'

presentation, presenting field reports and reading surveying manuals

and textbooks. Apart from the knowledge basic skills the students

expected the course to provide them with lessons of grammar and

vocabulary (vocabulary specific to surveying technology which are

helpful to develop their speaking, reading, writing and listing skills.

4.2.1.2. Assessment of Frequency of Activities to Be Accomplished

Using English Language in the Training Setting

Twenty two activities relevant to surveying technology were identified

and categorized under the four major macro skills (listening, reading,

speaking and writing). Both the students and surveying instructors

were asked to rate the frequency of these activities in the training

setting using Likert scale which ranges from 5 to 1 where 5= always, 4=

usually, 3= sometimes, 2= rarely, and 1= never respectively. The

Respondents were also provided with blank spaces under each category

so as to invite them to add any activity they feel left out. (See

Appendices 6A and 7).

The numbers were multiplied by the frequency of the responses given

by both groups of respondents to compute the mean score that helps to
rank the activities. (See Appendix 2, Table 3 and Appendix 3, Table 3).
Surveying instructors responses' were used as a verification tool for the

students' responses on the same questions. A summary of mean scores
and ranks is presented in the table below.
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Table 6: Mean scores and Ranks of the frequency of activities to be

accomplished using English language in the training setting

as rated by the students and Surveying instructors.

Mean
Rank

Types of Activities score
STS STI STS STI

1. Listening
a. to course lectures, seminars and students' 4.46 4.44 1 1

presentation.
-----
b. to pair or group discussions. 4.01 4.22 2 2

2. Reading
a. reference books, surveying manuals and 4.27 4.78 1 1

textbooks.

b. surveying vocabularies/technical terms. 4.18 4.67 2 2

c. construction drawings, floor plans, 3.29 4.44 4 4F elevations, tables, charts, site plans etc.
d. Surveying software instructions. 2.65 2.44 6 7

e. on the internet. 1.91 2.56 7 6
f---- ------

f. preparation for exams. 4.15 4.55 3 3
---

g. Exam questions. 3.15 4.22 5 5

3. Speaking
a. Identifying and explaining equipments, and 4.58 4.56 1 2

tools used for different activities

b. Describing procedures in performing 3.56 4.22 3 3
surveying activities

----

c. presenting reports on field/ project works 3.50 4.11 4 4
----

d. participating in discussions asking and 4.36 4.67 2 1
answering questions after lectures and
presen tation

e. Deliver information in pairs or group 2.63 4.00 5 5
discussions

4. Writing
a. Preparing work plans or projects 4.46 4.67 1 1
-- -----
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b. producing reports on project works 4.15 4.22 4 4
(terminal or final)

c. preparing supervision reports 3.29 4.00 7 6

d. Description of the type and status of 4.18 4.44 3 3

surveying tools
e. Filling in report formats 3.50 4.00 6 6

f. Making notes from reference books, 3.56 4.11 5 5
surveying manuals, modules lectures and
presentations

g. Assignments and exams 4.32 4.56 2 2

Key: STS=Surveying Technology Student and STI=Surveying Technology

Instructors

The result in Table 6 above depicts that twenty of the activities in the

four language skills were assigned the frequency value ranging between
'usually' and 'sometimes'. But, two specific activities that are reading

surveying software instructions and reading on the internet were
judged to occur rarely in the students' training setting. This clearly

shows that the students encounter these activities in their training
setting more often than others.

As a result, it can be assumed that they need the English language
which helps them to accomplish these specific activities during their
training.

Two listening activities (listening to course lecture and students'
presentation and listening to pair or group discussions) were identified
and categorized under the listening skill. Both the students and
instructors were asked to rate the frequency of these activities in the
training setting. The result for both groups of subjects was similar that

listening to course lectures and students' presentation was ranked 1st

followed by listening to pair or group discussions. Therefore, the
activities will be put from the more frequent listening activity to the less
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frequent one as: listening to course lectures and students' presentation

and listening to pair or group discussions.

Seven activities were categorized under the reading section. The

students and surveying instructors were asked to rate how often the
activities require the students to use the English language in the
training setting. They reported that reading reference books, surveying
manuals and text books and reading surveying vocabularies / technical
terms/ were the most frequent activities which require the students to

use the English language reading skill in the students' training setting.
Preparation for examinations, reading construction drawings, floor
plans, elevations, table, charts, site plans etc and exam questions were

ranked 3rd, 4th and 5th by both groups of respondents. However, their
rating reveals a minor difference with regard to ranking the two
activities. However, the variance is a small one.

Therefore, in prioritizing the activities, to follow the instructors'
judgment considering their experience in the field would be logical.

Hence, the activities will be put from the most frequent to the least

frequent one as presented in the table above respectively.

Five activities were identified and grouped under the speaking category.
Both the students and the instructors were asked to rate the frequency
of these activities in the learners' training setting. The result in Table 6

shows that the subjects' responses matched with regard to ranking
three items though they slightly differed in two cases. But, the variance

is not that big. For example, identifying and explaining equipments,
tools used for different activities and participating in discussions i.e.,
asking and answering questions after lecture and presentation were
ranked 1st and 2nd by students consecutively whereas the instructors
ranked them the reverse way. However, the two activities remain the
most frequent ones in the training setting for both subjects.
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As a result, it would be convincing to follow the instructors' ranking,
taking into consideration their experience in the field and put the

activities in order from the most frequent to the least frequent one as
presented in Table 6 above.

With regard to writing tasks, eight activities which require the students
to use the English language writing skill in their training setting were
identified and presented to the students and instructors. They were

asked to rate these activities for how often the students encounter them
in their actual training setting. The result was similar for both subjects

in all ranking instances except preparing supervision reports which was
ranked 7th by the students but 6th by the instructors. In addition the
instructors couldn't discriminate between the frequency of preparing

supervision reports and filling in report formats but the students did.
At the end, similar to what have been done in ranking the activities
under speaking and reading section the instructors' suggestion would

be favored, taking into consideration their experience in the filed.

Consequently, the writing activities are ranked from the most frequent

to least one as: preparing work plans or projects, assignments and
exams, description of the type and status of surveying tools, producing
reports on project works(final or terminal), making notes from reference

books, surveying manuals, modules, lectures, and preparing
supervision reports consecutively.

4.2.1.3 Assessment of Activities to Be Accomplished Using the

English Language in the Training Setting

Twenty two activities relevant to surveying technology that had been

identified in section 4.2.1.2 were categorized under the four macro

skills (listening, reading. Speaking and writing) Then, both the students

and surveying instructors were asked to rate the degree of importance

of these activities using the Likert scale that ranges between 5-1 and

worded very much important, much important, important, less
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important, and not important respectively. (See Appendices 6A and 7).

Respondents were also provided with blank spaces under each category

so as to invite them to add any activity they feel left out. The numbers

were multiplied by the frequency of responses to compute the mean

scores which help to rank the activities according to their importance in

the training setting. (See Appendix ,2 Table 4 and Appendix 3, Table 4).

Surveying instructors' responses were used as a verification tool for the

students' responses on the same question. A summary of mean scores

and ranks is presented in the table below.

Table 7. Mean scores and ranks of the importance of activities to be

accomplished using English language in the training setting as given by

the students and surveying instructors.

Mean Scores Rank
Types of Activities

STS STI STS STI

1. Listening

a. to course lectures, semmars and 4.71 4.78 1 1

students' presentation.

b. to pair or group discussions. 4.17 4.67 2 2

2. Reading

a. reference books, surveying manuals 4.77 4.89 1 1

and textbooks.

b. surveying vocabularies/technical 4.74 4.78 2 2

terms.

c. construction drawings, floor plans, 3.76 4.67 5 3

elevations, tables, charts, site plans

etc.
I-

d. Surveying software instructions. 4.63 4.44 3 5

e. on the internet. 3.68 3.67 6 7
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f. preparation for exams. 4.06 4.56 4 4

g. Exam questions. 3.55 4.22 7 6

3. Speaking

a. Identifying and explaining 4.53 4.67 1 1

equipments, and tools used for

different activities

b. Describing procedures in performing 4.49 4.22 2 4

surveying activities

c. presenting reports on field/ project 4.35 4.44 3 3

works

d. participating in discussions asking

and answering questions after lectures 3.60 4.56 4 2

and presentation

e. Deliver information in pairs or group 3.21 4.22 5 4

discussions

4. Writing

a. Preparing work plans or projects 4.59 4.78 1 2

b. producing reports on project works 4.32 4.56 5 4

(terminal or final)

c. preparing supervision reports 4.10 4.11 7 7

d. Description of the type and status of 4.58 4.67 2 3

surveying tools

e. Filling in report formats 4.14 4.22 6 6

f. Making notes from reference books, 4.37 4.44 4 5

surveying manuals, lectures and

presen tations

g. Assignments and exams 4.47 4.89 3 1

Key:STS=surveying technology students,STJ=surveying technology

instructors
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The mean scores show that all the activities were assigned an

importance value rangmg between 'very much important' and

'important' though the mean scores vary. This clearly implies that both

groups of respondents emphasized the importance of the English

language to accomplish these activities through the four macro skills in

their training setting.

Under the category of listening, two activities (listening to course

lectures, seminars and students presentation and listening to pair or

group discussion were identified and presented to the students and the

instructors. The result for both group of respondents was similar that

listening to course lectures, seminars and students' presentation is

their top priority and ranked r= followed by listing to pair or group

discussion. So, the activities will be put in the importance order of

listening to course lectures, seminars and students' presentation and

listening to pair or group discussions one after the other.

Scven reading activities were identified. Both the students and the

instructors rated the degree of importance of these activities in the

context of students' training situation. The mean scores in Table 7

above show that reading reference books, surveying manuals, modules

and text books followed by surveying Vocabularies / technical terms / or

vocabulary specific to surveying technology were valued very much

important and ranked r= and 2nd by both groups of respondents

respectively. Preparation for exams was an activity ranked alike with a

variation of mean scores where as the remaining reading activities were

rated and ranked differently. But, the variance is not that big that it is

possible to reconcile the case by giving precedence to the instructors'

suggestion for they have better experience m the field. Therefore, the

activities will be put in order as indicated in Table 7 above from the

most important activity to the least one respectively.
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Five activities were identified and categorized under the speaking

section. Both the students and the instructors were asked to rate the

degree of importance of these activities in training setting. Both

subjects ranked identifying and explaining equipment and tools used

for different surveying activities 1st. In addition they matched with their

ranking of 'presenting reports on field/projects works' Both of them

considered the activity the third most important speaking activity in the

training setting The respondents ranking differed with regard to the

remaining three activities. For example, the students ranked 'describing

procedures in performing surveying activities and participating in

discussions 2nd and 4th where as the instructors did the reverse way. To

reconcile the case, it is logical to favor the instructors' suggestion

talking into consideration their experience in the field and order the

activities accordingly from the most important to the least important as

indicated in the Table 7 above.

Under the writing activities were eight activities presented to the

students and the instructors. Both groups of respondents rated the

importance level of the activities in the training setting. The mean

scores reveal an importance value ranging between very much

important and much important. This implies that the activities are

writing sub skills which the learners need to develop in their training

setting.

In prioritizing the activities, the subjects ranked to activities alike and

five activities differently. But, the variance is not that big and

reconciliation could be made for example, the students' ranked the

writing sub skill: preparing work plan or projects, description of the

type and status of surveying tools, and writing assignments and exams

1st ,2nd and 3rd respectively. The instructors ranked these same

activities 2nd, 3rd and 1st. From this, it is clear that the activities are
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found to be three top priorities by both groups of respondents.

Therefore, In order to put the writing sub skills from the most

important activity to the least one it would be safe to follow the

instructors' suggestion taking into account their experience in the field.

4.2.2. Assessment of students' Target situation Needs

In order to assess Surveying students' English language needs i.e.,

English language needs for future occupation, macro skills and specific

activities which require English in the target situation were identified

and presented to on- the - job surveying graduates(employees). These

subjects were selected as a sample population to give their responses

for the reason that they have better knowledge or experience to evaluate

and rate the importance of the macro skills and specific activities which

require the English language at work place than the trainees. In

addition, an attempt was made to make use of employers' responses as

a verification tool against the employees.

4.2.2.1 Evaluation of Importance of English Language Skills for

Students' Future Occupation

Listening, reading, speaking, writing, grammar, vocabulary and

pronunciation were the English language skills identified and

presented to the subjects. The employees (on the -job surveying

graduates) were asked to rate the degree of importance of these skills

in their occupation. They were given the Likert scale which has five

points where 5= very much important, 4= much important, 3=

important, 2= less important and 1=, not important respectively so

that they could decide the importance level of the skills. (See Appendix,

gAl. The responses given by the respondents were computed to get the

mean scores that help to rank the activities (See Appendix 5 Table 1).
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A summary of mean scores and ranks IS presented In the table here

under.

Table 8. Mean scores and ranks of importance of English language skills in

occupational setting as given by on -the job surveying graduates.

English language Mean Score
Rank

skills OTSG

a. Listening 4.40 4

b. Reading 4.70 1

c. Speaking 4.00 6

d. writing 4.60 2

c. Grammar 4.10 5
1------

f. Vocabulary 4.50 3

g. Pronunciation 2.90 7

Key: OJSG- on- the job surveying graduates

The result as can be seen in table 8 ranges between very much

important (4.70) and 'much important (4.00) with the exception of on

the - job graduates judgment of pronunciation below important (2.90).

The employees rated reading and writing the most important skills in

the students' future occupation with mean scores of 4.70 and 4.60

respectively. For employers writing and vocabulary were the top

priority in the actual work situation. Listening and grammar were

ranked 4th and 5th respectively. This is in a complete agreement with

the employers' response. With regard to speaking on- the -job

graduates agreed that this skill is much important in the occupational

setting. However, the employers' response is contradictory. They

agrced that the speaking skill is used rarely and its importance is

lesser as compare to other skills in the occupational setting. The

employers' response seems acceptable from the point of view of the
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English language use in most occupational setting in Ethiopia. In

addition, pronunciation was identified the least important skill in the

professional area.

Concerning ranking the other skills the result in Table 8 shows the

existence of a difference. So the case could be reconciled if on- the job

graduates' judgment is favoured considering their familiarity to the

actual work situation than the employers. Hence, from top to bottom,

it is possible to put the skills in their order of importance in the

occupational setting as: reading, writing, vocabulary, listening,

grammar, speaking and pronunciation consecutively.

4.2.2.2 Assessment of the Importance of Activities in Surveying

Technology Students' Future Job

Fifteen specific activities relevant to surveying and performed in the

medium of English in the occupational setting were identified and

categorized under the four major macro skills (listening, reading,

speaking and writing ). Then, on- the - job surveying graduates (former

students of the college )were asked to rate the degree of importance of

these activities in their profession using the 5- point Likert scale that

ranges from 5-1 where 5= very much important, 4= much important

, 3= important ,2= less important and 1= not important respectively

(See (Appendix 5). Respondents were also provided with blank spaces

under each category so as to invite them to add any activity they feel

left out. The numbers were multiplied by the frequency of responses

given to each sub-skill to get the mean scores which help to rank the

activities. (See Appendix 5, Table 3). In addition, data obtained from the

employers through the interview conducted was used as a verification

conducted was used as a verification tool against the responses of the

employees. A summary of mean scores and ranks is presented in the

table below.
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Table 9. Means scores and ranks of evaluation of importance of

activities In occupational setting as rated by on the job surveying

graduates.

---~---
Mean

Activities in English Score Rank

OJSG

1. Listening

a. to speeches at meetings, seminars and 3.3 2
conferences

b. to technical reports on surveying performances 3.5 1
f--

c. to foreigner staff members 3.2 3

2. Reading

a. manuals consisting of instructions the 4.20 1

--
procedures process to be followed

b. periodic reports on assessment and 3.90 3

-
accomplishments of surveying activities

c. letters, memos and notices with regard to 4.00 2
resources (personnel, material, finance)
utilization.

---

d. e-rnail messages regarding surveying activities 3.50 6
- -
c. tcch nical brochures, magazines and periodicals 3.80 4

~-

f. ncws papers / surveying news, vacancy 3.60 5
announcement/

3. Speaking

a. at meetings, seminars, conferences e.g. 3.30 1
explaining asking and answering questions

b. With foreigner staff members 3.20 2

4. Writing

a. supervision report 4.10 2
----
b. memos e.g. on allocation of materials 4.10 2
- -

c. filling in report formats 4.20 1

d. formal letters, e.g. application letters, and CV for 4.10 2
---

job application.

Key: OJSG= on-the-job surveying graduates.
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It is apparent from the Table 9 that all the activities presented to on-the

-job surveying graduates were assigned the importance value ranging

between much important and important this implies that the English

language is required to accomplish several activities. In surveying

graduates occupational setting though the degree of importance varies.

Under listening skill three activities as listening to speeches at meetings

seminars or conferences, listening to technical reports on surveying

performances and listening to foreigner staff members were identified

and presented to the subjects were 3.3,3.5 and 3.2 respectively. Hence,

it is possible to put the activities in the importance rank order of

listening to technical reports on surveying performances listening to

spceches at meetings, seminars, conferences and listening to foreigner

staff members from the more important activities to the important one

respectively.

Six reading activities were identified and presented to on-the -job

graduates. The subjects were asked to rate the degree of importance of

these activities in their occupation. Table 9 depicts that reading

manuals consisting of instructions, procedures to be followed,

materials, equipments, tools needed to accomplish specific surveymg

activities (2a) was highly favored and ranked 1st by the subjects with a

mean score of 4.20. Reading e-mail messages (2d) was ranked last by

the subjects with a mean score of 3.50. The importance values of the

remaining reading activities lie between the two extremes mentioned

above. As a result, the importance rank order of the reading activities

would be: reading manuals consisting of instructions, process,

materials, equipments and tools needed to accomplish specific works,

reading letters, memos and notices, reading periodic reports on

assessment and accomplishment of surveying activities, reading

periodic reports, on assessment and accomplishments of surveying
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activities, reading technical brochures/magazines/ periodicals and

others, reading news papers, vacancy announcements and reading e-

mail messages regarding surveying activities from the most important

sub skill to the least one respectively.

Two speaking activities were identified and presented to On-the-Job

graduates. The subjects were asked to rate the degree of importance of

the activities in their professional setting. The importance level of the

activities was decided based on the mean scores. As a result, speaking

at meetings, seminars and conferences (e.g. explaining project plans

performance reporting accomplished activities orally, asking for further

explanations and answering questions was ranked 1st followed by

speaking with foreigner staff members. However, employers disagree

with the employees' suggestion. These subjects responded that the role

of speaking skill is limited in the work area for the employees use local

languages mixed with English language to accomplish their duties. The

employers' view seems acceptable from the point of view of the use of

the English language in Ethiopian context out side the classroom.

Therefore, it is possible to conclude that speaking in the job situation is

relatively lesser in importance as compared to other skills.

Concerning writing tasks, four activities pertinent to surveying In

occupational setting were presented to the employees (former surveying

students of the college) to rate their degree of importance. Table 9

shows that filling in report formats on activities accomplished in

surveying work was ranked 1st with a mean score of 4.20, writing

supervision reports regarding activities done in surveying work, writing

memos e.g., on allocation of materials, equipments, tools and personnel

needed for surveying works and writing formal letters e.g. application

letters and curriculum vitae for the job were all equally ranked 2nd with

the mean scores of 4.10 each. The respondents could not discriminate

the importance level among these activities. But the responses obtained
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from the employers through the interview justified that writing
supervision reports regarding activities done in surveying work was

relatively the most important of the three. Therefore it is possible to put
the activities from top to bottom as indicated in table 9 above.

4.3. Present situation Analysis of Surveying Technology
Students (PSA)

In this section of the study, Surveying students' deficiency of English
will be assessed. The assessment involves the analysis of surveying
students' current abilities in using English language both in academic

and future occupational setting. For is purpose, English macro skills
and activities which are performed in English in the learners' training

setting and future occupation that have been identified in 4.2.1.1. And
4.2.1.2 was presented to the learners, Surveying instructors, English

language instructors. The students were asked to rate their perceived

abilities themselves. This was again compared with subject-area and
English language instructors' evaluation of the students' abilities. The
instructors' responses help to judge learners' responses when they

under rate or over rate themselves. In addition, data gathered through
interview and focus-group discussion was taken to substantiate the

students' responses. Moreover, the students' abilities of English
language skills (listening, reading, speaking, writing, grammar,
vocabulary and pronunciation) and their abilities in accomplishing
tasks in the four language skills that they are likely to encounter in

their future occupation will be assessed. To this effect, on-the-job
Surveying graduates and their employers were taken as a source of
information. These groups of respondents were assumed to have better
knowledge and experience of the target situation than the students
themselves. Therefore, the information collected from these subjects
was interpreted m terms of the students' target situation English
language needs. As a result, on- the- job surveying graduates were
asked to rate their perceived abilities of English language macro skill
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and sub skills i.e. abilities of using English language in accomplishing
tasks that they are likely to encounter in their profession. Employers,

on the other hand, were also given semi-structured interview questions
to substantiate the responses of on-the-job graduates.

4.3.1. Evaluation of Surveying Students' Abilities in Using
Language Skills in the Training Setting.

The students, Surveying and English language instructors were
provided with language skills that were treated under table 8 above.

They were asked to rate the students' ability of these skills in the

training setting using Likert scale which ranges between 5 and 1 where
(5) = very good, 4 good, 3= average, 2= poor and 1= very poor

respectively. (See Appendices 6A, 7 and 8). The numbers are multiplied
by the frcquency of responses to calculate mean scores which help to
rank the learners level of competence (See Appendix 2, Table 2). A

summary of mean scores and ranks are presented in the table below.

Table 10: Mean scores and ranks of surveying students' ability in using

language skills in training setting.

I English Language Skills
Mean score Rank

STS STI ELI STS STI ELI

a. Listening 3.54 3.11 3.00 2 1 1

b. Reading 3.55 2.67 2.63 1 3 3

c. speaking 3.08 2.33 1.88 6 5 7

d. writing 3.06 2.56 2.00 7 4 6

c. grammar 3.23 2.22 2.63 4 6 3

f. vocabulary 3.10 2.11 2.38 5 7 5
-
g. pronunciation 3.38 3.00 2.38 3 2 2

Key: STS = Surveying technology student, STI = surveyzng technology
instructors and ELI = English language instructors.
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According to table 10, students believe that they could do well in all the
skills. This is evidenced by the fact that they rated themselves between

good and average. On the contrary both instructors rated the students'
competence between poor and average with the exception of the
listening skill for which they rated the students' competence level 'good'

with the mean scores of 3.11 and 3.00 respectively. The instructors are
not happy about the learners' competence of reading, speaking, writing,
grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation. This fact implies that the
learners are facing difficulties in using English skills in their training

setting. In addition it seems that the learners over rated themselves in

all rating instances. This can be observed from the difference between

the mean scores given by the students and both instructors. Therefore,
following the instructors' judgment, taking into consideration their

experience in the filed, the skills are arranged as speaking, writing,
vocabulary, grammar, reading, pronunciation and listening from the
most difficult skill to the least one respectively.

4.3.2. Assessment of Surveying Students' English Abilities to
Accomplish Activities in the Training Setting.

Activities which were discussed under 4.2.1.2 were presented to
surveying students to rate their own abilities of English in performing

them. Surveying instructors were also asked to evaluate their learners'
competence level on the same activities. Likert scale was used to help
learners and instructors rate their abilities. The scale was worded as

very good, good, average, poor and very poor from the highest to the
lowest ability which was represented by 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 respectively

(See Appendix 6A and Appendix 7). To compute the mean scores of
each activity the numbers were multiplied by their corresponding
frequency of responses. The mean scores were gain used to rank the
learners' difficulty of English skills. (See Appendix 2, Table 5 and

Appendix 3, Table 5). A summary of and ranks is
presented in the table below.
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Table 11. Mean Scores and ranks of surveying students' perceived
ability in performing activities in the training setting

Types of Activities Mean
scores

Ranks

1. Listening
STS STI STS STI

a. to course lectures, semmars and students' 3.40
I .
1_ _ _ p~~s~e~n~t~a~tI~o~n~' 4- 4_----~-----4---_4
b. to pair or group discussions. 3.37

3.11

2.88

1 1

2 2
II2. Reading

a. reference books, surveymg
textbooks.

manuals and 2.95

b. surveying vocabularies/technical terms. 2.82

III
2.89

2.78

2 4

5 5
c. construction drawings, floor plans, 3.13

_evaluations, tables, charts, site plans etc.
2.22 1 1

d. Surveying software instructions. 1.97 2.22 6 6
e. on the internet. 1.90 2.22 7 6--------------------------------------------4_~--4_----4_----4_--_4
f. preparation for exams. 2.87 3.00 3 2

-.E.exam questions. 2.86 3.00 4 3
3. Speaking I I I I I I I I I I I
a. Identifying and explaining equipments, and 2.82 2.65 2 1
tools used for different activities.-----·--------------------------------------+-----+------+-----+----1
b. Describing procedures in performing 2.62

surveying activities.
c. Presenting reports on field/ project works. 2.86
d. Participating in discussions asking and 2.95

answermg questions after lecturers and
presentation.

2.56

2.67
2.78

3 1

5 4
4 5

e. Deliver information in pairs or group 3.05
discussions.

4. Writin~ I I I
I a. preparing work plans or projects. 2.94

2.89

IIII
2.67

1 3

IIII
4 4

b. producing reports on project works (terminal 2.90
or finalL ------------------------------~----_r----_r----~--~

c. preparing supervision reports. 2.78

f. making notes from reference books, surveying 2.99
I manuals, modules lecturers and

1

__ J?resent_a_t_io._n__s_.---------------------------~----~-----r-----~---
g..J\s~~!Dents and Exams. 3.24 3.22 1 1

d. description of the type and status of 2.95
1-_. surveying tools.
e. filling in report formats. 2.65

2.56

2.44
2.78

2.33
2.89

5 5

6 6
3 3

7 7
2 2

Key: STS=Surveying Technology Students, STI=Surveying Technology

Instructors
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It is apparent from table 10 above that surveying instructors rated the

students' English language abilities almost below average assigning a

mean score value ranging between 2.22 and 2.89. Of course they rated

some listening and reading activities like listening to course lecturers

and students' presentation, reading construction drawings, floor plans,

elevations, tables, charts, site plans, preparation for exams, and exam

question between average and good. However, the instructors'

evaluation in most cases shows that the learners have low level of

competence in English language that they are facing difficulty in

attending classes in English in their training setting.

Similarly, in most rating instances, the student admit the fact that they

are facing the challenge because of their low level of English language

competence and this is clearly shown by themselves in their rating

result. Both the students and the instructors worried about the

students' deficiency of English with regard to performing activities like

reading surveying software and on the internet. This may arise from

their eagerness to explore electronic instructional Medias that could

assist them in their training. Concerning ranking the activities under

listening, both the instructors and the students ranked listening to

course lectures and students' presentation 1st and listening to pain or

group discussion 2nd. In addition Table 11 above depicts that both

groups of respondents rated the students' ability below good. This

implies that these sub-skills are problematic areas for the students to

attend their classes in English language. Therefore, it is possible to put

the activities from the less difficult to the more difficult one as: listening

to course lectures and students' presentation, listening to pain or group

work discussions respectively.
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Regarding reading activities, the students rated their perceived abilities

in accomplishing the tasks below 'average' except their judgment of

reading construction drawings, floor plans, elevation tables, charts, site

plans and etc above average. Similarly, the instructors evaluated the

students' ability below average except their evaluation of the same

activity, preparation for exams and reading exam questions on average.

This implies that the students are not at the required competence level

to attend courses in English. With regard to ranking both the

instructors and the students ranked the activities differently in four

cases while they ranked the same in three instances. However, the

variance was not that that we can favor the instructors' suggestion

considering their experience in the field to put the activities in order.

Hence, the activities will be put from the least difficult to the most

difficult one as reading: Construction drawings, floor plans, elevations,

tables, charts, site plans, preparation for exams, exam questions,

reference books, surveying manuals, modules and textbooks, surveying

vocabularies / technical terms /', surveying software instructions, and

on the internet respectively.

With regard to speaking activities, the students rated their perceived

English language speaking abilities below average with exception of

their self rating with regard to deliver information in pairs or group

discussions (3.01). The instructors' response confirmed the students'

difficulty in speaking sub skills area. This is to say that the instructors

rated the students' speaking ability below average in all rating

instances. So, the activities will be put as deliver information in pairs,

or group discussions, participating in discussions, asking and

answenng questions after lectures and presentations, presenting

reports on field or/and project works, identifying and explaining

equipments and tools used for different activities and describing
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procedures in performing surveying works from the least difficult to the

most difficult one respectively.

Coming to ranking the students' abilities in writing activities, the result

is similar for both the students and the instructors. They ranked

'writing assignments and exams 1st with mean scores of 3.24 and 3.22

by the students and the instructors respectively.

It seems that the learners have less difficulty In writing their

assignments and exams though their performance level is below good.

Table 1 1 also depicts that both groups of respondents ranked the other

activities alike. Making notes from reference books, surveying manuals,

modules, lectures and presentation, description of the type and status

of surveying tools, preparing work plans or projects, producing reports

on project works /terminal or finaly , preparing supervision reports on

specific activities completed or on progress, filling in report formats in

each stage of activities and were ranked 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th,6th, 7th and 8th

by both the students and the instructors respectively. The last ranked

activities were found more difficult for the students to be performed in

English language. This again implies that they are facing challenges to

attend their major course area course in English language.

Moreover, this fact was evidenced by the information elicited through

interview with English instructors and students' focus-group

discussion. Both subjects identified problems the students are facing in

their training setting because of their deficiency in the English language

skills. The English language instructors and the students reported that

the students are poor in reading for example, reference books,

surveying manuals and text books, surveying vocabularies or technical

terms specific to surveying technology, poor in speaking competence

i.e., difficulty to make themselves understood in English during
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presenting field report, condition of being twisted to use local language,

poor in writing skill, e.g. in preparing work plan and producing reports

on project works.

From the discussion above, it is possible to say that the current English

course given to surveying technology students in the college couldn't

prepare students to target situations well. In addition, the result show

that there is a gap between what the students are able to perform and

what they should be able to perform using English language in their

training setting.

4.3.3. Evaluation of Surveying Technology Students' Ability of

English Language Skills in their Future Occupation

On-the-job graduates were provided with question to rate perceived

abilities of their own in using English language macro skills (listening,

reading, speaking, writing, grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation) in

their job situation. This was done to see which skill areas were still

problematic in carrying out their duties after graduation or in job

situation. This may help to identify surveying students' challenges in

their future job in using the English language skills. For rating

purpose, the Likert scale ranging between 5 and 1 where (5= very good,

4= good, 3= average, 2= poor and 1= very poor) respectively was

provided to them. (See Appendix 9A). The numbers were multiplied by

the frequency of responses to calculate mean scores of each skill. The

mean score was used to rank the learners' level of competence. (See

Appendix 5, Table 2). A summary of mean scores and ranks are

presented in the table below.
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Table 12: Mean scores and ranks of Surveying Technology Students'

ability in using language skills in their future occupation.

Mean Score
English Language Skills Rank

OJSG

a. Listening 3.10 2

b. Reading 3.30 1

c. Speaking 2.90 6

d. Writing 3.10 2

e. Grammar 2.90 6

f. Vocabulary 3.10 2

g. Pronunciation 3.10 2

Key: OJSG = on-the-job surveying graduates

It is apparent in table12 above that the on-job surveymg graduates

rated their perceived abilities average and above but still below good

with the exception of their judgment of speaking and grammar, below

average (2.90) each. This implies that the employees are not at the

required competence level to carryout their duties at work place

effectively. And, the result again shows that this competence value is

below the required competence level in the students' future occupation.

It seems that the employees' experience in the actual job situation

have helped them to suffer less challenges in using these English skills.

Nevertheless, one can assume that the students will no doubt face

more difficulties in their future occupation than the present on-the-job

surveying graduates (employees).

In addition the table shows that the respondents' worries go more to

their deficiency in speaking and grammar. This may arise from the

strong desire that they have to express themselves orally and in written

fluently and accurately. Concerning ranking, they ranked reading,
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listening, vocabulary, writing, pronunciation, speaking and grammar,

1=, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th respectively. Therefore, considering their

double ranking, it is possible to put the skills in order from least

difficult to the most difficult one in a way ranked above. The employers'

response was incomplete agreement with the on-the-job graduates'

suggestion.

4.3.4. Assessment of Surveying Students Ability in Performing

Activities in English in their Future Occupation.

In this section, surveying students' ability in accomplishing tasks they

are likely to encounter in their future occupation was assessed and

presented on the basis of information collected from on-the-job

graduates through questionnaire. This was done in view of determining

surveying students English language needs in their job situation. For

this purpose, fifteen specific activities (sub skills) that were identified

and categorized under the four macro skills and presented to on-the-

job surveying graduates. Respondents were also provided with blank

spaces under each category so as to invite them to add any activity they

feel left out. The respondents were asked to rate their perceived abilities

of the sub skills in the four language macro skills in the domain of their

profession which would be taken as the students' future occupation.

They rated on Likert scale warded as 'very good', 'good', 'average', 'poor'

and 'very poor' represented by 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 respectively. (See

appendix 9A).The numbers were multiplied by the frequency of responses to

calculate mean scores of each sub skills. The mean scores helped to rank the

sub skills. (See Appendix 5, Table 4). A summary of mean scores and ranks

are presented in the table here under.
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Table 13: mean scores and ranks of evaluation of students' ability in

performing activities in English in their future occupation as rated by on-the-

job surveying graduates.

Mean

Types of Activities in English Score Rank

OJSG

1. Listening

a. to speeches at meetings, seminars and conferences 3.10 2

b. to technical reports on surveying performances 3.20 1

c. to foreigner staff members 3.00 3

2. Reading

a. manuals consisting of instructions the procedures 3.40 1

process to be followed
1--

b. Periodic reports on assessment and accomplishments of 3.20 3

surveying activities

c. Letters, memos and notices with regard to resources 3.30 2

(personnel, material, finance) utilization

d. E-mail messages regarding surveying activities 2.80 6

e. technical brochures, magazines and periodicals 3.20 3

f. News papers /surveying news, vacancy announcement/ 3.20 3

3. Speaking

a. at meetings, seminars, conferences i.e, explaining, 2.80 2

asking and answering questions.

b. With foreigner staff members 3.20 1

4. Writing

a. Su pervision report 3.30 1

b. Memos e.g. on allocation of materials 3.30 1

c. Feeling in reports formats 3.10 3

d. Formal letters, e.g. application letters, and CV for job 3.10 3

application.

Key: OJSG = on-the-job surveying graduates
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On-the-job surveying graduates self-rating of their own abilities in a

number of sub skills was below good as it was clearly depicted in the

table 13 above. This shows that the employees lack the required

competence level in English language to accomplish their duties

successfully in their occupation. Regarding ranking the sub skills in

the category of listening it was reported that listening: to technical

reports on surveying performance, to speeches at meetings, semmars

and conferences, and listening to foreigner staff members were ranked

1st, 2nd and 3rd with mean scores 3.20, 3.10 and 3.00 by the subjects

respectively. This shows that the listening sub skills were found

problematic after years of experience and would be more problematic

for the surveying students in their future occupation. Therefore, sub

skills are arranged from the most problematic to the least problematic

areas as they were ranked in the table above.

As depicted in Table 13 above reading sub skills, the subjects' ratings

of their own abilities is below good. Reading manuals consisting of

instructions, the procedures and process to be followed, materials

equipments and tools need to accomplish specific surveying works was

ranked 1st. This reading sub skill was found to be the least problematic

area for on the job graduates. Reading letters, memos and notices was

found the 2nd least problematic area. Reading periodic reports on

assessment and accomplishments of surveying activities, reading

technical broachers, magazines, periodicals and reading newspapers

(surveying news and vacancy announcements) were equally ranked 3rd.

This implies that these three activates were equally more problematic

areas. Reading E-mail messages was ranked 6th and hence it was found

to be the most difficult sub skill for on-the-job graduates in their

occupation.
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Table 13 above shows that's peaking at meetings, semmars,

conferences, i.e. explaining project plan and performances, reporting

accomplished activities, asking for further explanation and answers

questions was ranked 2nd with a mean score of 2.80 (below average).

This implies that these activities are more problematic areas in the

employees' occupation. However, the employers view was different from

this. We will discuss it latter.

With regard to writing sub skills table 13 depicts that filling in report

formats regarding activities done in surveying and writing memos were

ranked i=. This implies that the employees face more difficulty in

accomplishing these activities in their profession though the employees

rate themselves 3.30 against each activity. Writing supervision reports

and writing formal letters e.g., application letters were found to be the

most challenging activities for the employees.

Similarly, the result in Table above shows that the employers were

asked what their employee's abilities like in performing specific

activities identified in 4. 3.4. Both employers agreed that the employees'

ability with regard to accomplishing the specific activities categorized

under each macro skill in the occupational setting is average. In

addition, they reported that the employees' speaking ability could not

be evaluated for they (employees) use local language mixed with English

in accomplishing their duties in their occupational setting. They

furthermore suggest that the English language speaking activities are

rarely used and its role is limited that it is not necessary to evaluate the

employee's competence with this regard. Therefore, on the bases of on-

the-job graduates and employers' evaluation, it is possible to conclude

that there is a considerable gap between what the surveying graduates

can perform in the occupational setting and what they should be able

to accomplish using the English language.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

The study set out with the general objective of determining the English

language needs of surveying students' and-related specific objectives

about the use of the English language in TVET colleges. In line with

these objectives the following conclusion is made on the basis of the

data analysis and interpretation.

5.1.1. Language Learning Information

In surveying students' training setting, it was found out that students

preferred field specific type of English (English for surveying students)

in this case. Topics / themes and vocabularies mostly related to

surveying technology were found to be the students' top priority than

any other topic or vocabularies. The students' attitude specifically

towards learning English was positive whereas their attitude towards

the existing English Course was not as negative. Besides, the existing

English course was also found to be inadequate to satisfy surveying

students' needs in their training setting and future occupation. This

may attributed to the general nature of the course (preparatory English)

in this case.

5.1.2. Students' Academic Needs

Surveying students' language was assessed in terms of the importance

of macro skills and related micro skills. Reading, writing, and

vocabulary i.e., vocabulary related to surveying technology were found

to be the most important skills to surveying technology students in

their training setting. In addition, the students' needs were assessed in
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terms of the frequency and importance of a number of tasks they

accomplish in English in their academic studies. Among these, listening

to course lectures, seminars and students' presentation, reading reference

books, surveying manuals, modules and text books, reading surveying

vocabularies or technical terms, identifying and explaining equipments and

tools used for different surveying activities, participating in discussions

(asking and answenng questions), writing work plans and writing

assignments and exams were most frequent and important activities which

are needed by the students in their academic setting. Moreover, in majority of

the cases the activities believed to be frequently performed in the academic

setting are also found to be important. These activities include listening to

parr or group discussion, reading construction drawings, floor plans,

elevations, tables, charts, site plans, preparation for exams, presenting

reports on field/ project works, description of the type and status of surveying

tools and writing reports on project works.

5.1.3. Students' Target Needs

Similarly, surveying students' target language needs were surveyed in terms of

the importance of activities accomplished by surveying graduates in the actual

job situation. On-the-job graduates were the main sources of information.

Reading manuals consisting of instructions, the procedures and process to be

followed, listening to speeches at meetings, seminars and conferences,

speaking at meetings, seminars and conferences i.e. explaining asking and

answering questions and filling in report formats were found to be equally the

most essential activities.

With regard to the importance level of the macro skills, reading, writing and

vocabulary were found to be of the top priority in the students' future

occupation. On the other hand, on-the-job graduates and their employers'

evaluation of speaking skill widely differ. The employers rated speaking as

much important skill in the occupational setting where as the employers

agreed that the skill is rarely used and it is importance is lesser as compared

to other skills in the occupational setting.
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5.2. Surveying Students Current Needs (Lacks)

In general, from the analysis a significant gap was found to exist between

what the students are expected to perform using the English language at the

training and professional situation and the language competence students

actually have. Because of these difficulties, subject area instructors were

forced to translate every thing into local language though the medium of

instruction is English and the students are forced to use the local language

often. They also have a serious problem in discharging their responsibilities of

learning and accomplishing tasks in their future occupation. This was the fact

confirmed by on-the-job surveying graduates.

In general, the students need reading, writing, listening and vocabulary skills

.Besides, reading surveying manuals, text books, writing work plans and

assignments, listening to course lectures and students presentation

,presenting on field/project works and participating in discussions are micro

skills needed by the students.

5.3 RECOMMENDATION

Based on the above conclusions, the following major recommendations have

been made.

• Any English course meant for Surveying Students should

address students' English language needs that help them to be

effective both in academic and future occupation.

• Syllabus designers and materials developers should consider the

frequency and importance of language skills and activities which

are related to surveying technology and should also be

directed towards students language needs.

• English instructors of the college should always asses the

difficulties of their students and provide assistant required

at their level.
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APPENDIX 1

Summary of Statistical Computation

In the appendix section there are summaries of statistical computation
and questionnaire. Some standard and non-standard symbols were used
in the data collection and presentation. Therefore, before moving to
appendices, please refer here.

f= frequency of responses
x= Numeric value which is given to, agreement, importance, ability and

satisfaction, represented by numbers '5 to l' from left to right in each
column respectively. Note that the numbers are reversed for items
presented under students' attitudes.

fx= frequency multiplied by a given value
if = Summation of frequency (D
ifx = Summation of (Ix:)

E [x
I' = Mean =-'-El
SA= Strongly Agree

A= Agree
UD= Undecided
DA= Disagree
SDA= Strongly Disagree
VMIMP= Very much important
MIMP= Much important
IMP= Important
LIMP= Least important
NIMP= Not important
VH= Very high
H= High
A= Average
L= Low
VL= Very Low
VGD= Very good
GD= Good
AV= Average
PR= Poor
VPR= Very poor
VSD= Very Satisfied
SD= Satisfied
VD= Undecided
DSD= Dissatisfied
VDSD= Dissatisfied
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APPENDIX 2

Statistical Analysis of Surveying Technology Students' Responses in Training Setting

Table 1. Importance of English Language Skills in the Training Setting as Rated by Surveying

Technology Students.

Degree of Importance

Language Skills VMIMP MIMP IMP LIMP NIMP if Ef': JL Rank

f ex .f fx f fx f fx f ex
a. Listening 28 140 32 128 18 54 - - - - 78 322 4.13 3
b. Reading 34 170 28 I 112 16 48 - - - - 78 330 4.23 1
c. Speaking 30 150 25 : 100 16 48 7 14 I 78 312 4.00 6- I -I

---
d. Writing 30 150 29 i 1,16 19 57 - - - - 78 323 4.14 2
e. Grammar 28 140 31 i 124 19 57 , - - - 78 321 4.12 5
f. Vocabulary 28 140 32 l'i-2818 54 - - - - 78 322 4.13 3

i
g. Pronunciation 3 15 7 128 7 21 33 66 28 28 78 158 2.03 7

! --- ~---
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Table 2. Surveying Technology Students Ability in Using the English Language Skills in the Training

Setting as Rated by Themselves.

Perceived Ability

English Language Skills VG G AV PR VPR sf cfx )I Rank

f fx f fx f fx F fx f fx

a. Listening 6 30 34 136 34 102 4 8 - - 78 276 3.54 2
b. Reading 5 25 38 152 30 90 5 10 - - 78 277 3.55 1
c. Speaking 5 25 23 92 28 84 17 34 5 5 78 240 3.08 6
d. Writing 10 50 15 60 26 78 24 48 3 3 78 239 3.06 7
e. Grammar 10 50 20 80 29 87 16 32 3 3 78 252 3.23 4
f. Vocabulary 12 60 13 52 30 90 17 34 6 6 78 242 3.10 5
g. Pronunciation 15 75 18 72 27 81 18 36 - - 78 264 3.38 3

I
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Table 3. Frequency of Surveying Technology Students' use of English Language Skills to Accomplish
I

Diff~rent Activities in their Training Setting as Indicted by Themselves.

Frequency
Types of Activities Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never if g.\- )1 Rank

f fx f fx f fx f fx f fx

1. Listening I

I
a. to course lectures, seminars 41 205 32 128 5 15 - - - - 78 348 4.46 1

and students' presentation.
b. to pair or group discussions. 21 105 37 148 20 60 - - - - 78 313 4.01 2
2. Reading, I - - - -I
a. reference books, surveying 33 165 33 132 12 36 78 333 4.27 1

manuals and textbooks.
b. surveying 31 155 30 120 17 51 - - - - 78 326 4.18 2
vocabularies/ technical
terms.
c. construction drawings, - - 30 120 41 123 7 14 - - 78 257 3.29 4
floor plans, elevations,
tables, charts, site plans etc ..

d. Surveying software - I - 18 72 30 90 15 30 15 15 78 207 2.65 6
instructions. I

e. on the internet. - - - - 10 30 51 102 17 17 78 149 1.91 7
- .-

f. preparation for exams. 30 150 30 120 18 154 - - - 78 324 4.15 3
g. Exam questions. - - 20 80 50 t 150 8 16 - - 78 246 3.15 5
3. Speakingi I I

'"
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a. Identifying and explaining 47 235 29 116 2 6 - - - - 78 357 4.58 1
equipments, and tools used
for different activities

b. Describing procedures in 13 65 30 120 25 75 8 16 2 2 78 278 3.56 3
performing surveying
activities

c. presenting reports on field/ 2 10 39 156 34 102 2 4 1 1 78 273 3.50 4
project works

d. participating in discussions 31 155 44 176 3 9 - - - - 78 340 4.36 2
asking and answering
questions after lectures and
presen tation

e. Deliver information in 1 5 4 16 47 141 17 34 9 9 78 205 2.63 5
pairs or group discussions

4. Writing I
a. Preparing work plans or 41 205 33 132 3 9 1 2 - - 78 348 4.46 1

Iprojects -- ---- .~ .. --
Ib. producing reports on project 30 150 34 36 ]0 30 4 8 - - 78 324 4.15 4

works (terminal or final)
I

c. preparing supervision - - 30 120 41 123 7 14 - - 78 257 3.29 7
reports ---

d. Description of the type and 34 170 27 108 14 42 3 6 - - 78 326 4.18 3 I

status of surveying tools !

e. Filling in report formats 2 10 39 156 34 102 2 4 1 1 78 273 3.50 6 I'
i- -

f. Making notes from reference 13 65 30 120 25 75 8 16 2 2 78 278 3.56 5 !

books, surveying manuals,
modules lectures and
presentations

g. Assignments and exams 31 155 41 164 6 18 - - - 78 337 4.32 2 I-
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Table4. Relative Importance of Different Activities in the Training Setting as Rated by
Surveying Technology Students

Type of activities Degree of Importance ef efx M Rank
VMIMP MIMP IMP LIMP NIMP

fx f fx f fx f fx f fx

1. Listening I

a. to course lectures and 59 295 15 60 4 12 - - - - 78 367 4.71 1
-student.s' presentation.

b. to pair or group 34 170 30 120 8 24 5 10 1 1 78 325 4.17 2
discussions.

2. Reading
I

a. reference books, 61 305 16 64 1 3 - - - 78 372 4.77 1
surveying manuals and
textbooks.

b. surveying 63 315 10 10 5 15 - - - 78 370 4.74 3

I
vocabularies/ technical
terms.

"'- " " •
c. construction dra~ings, 14 70 33 33 29 87 2 4 - - 78 293 3.76 2

'\
floor plans, elevations,

.. tables, charts, site plans
I. \ etc ... I
; d. Surveying software 59 295 13 13 4

I
12 1 1 1 1 78 361 4.63 4

I

·tinstructions. -I,
1\ e. on the internet. 23 115 29 29 11 33 8 16 7 7 78 287 3.68 6
,

\:~ f. preparation for exams. 25 125 37 37 13 39 2 4 1 1 78 317 4.06 5r-,
g. Exam questions. 18 90 17 17 35 105 6 12 2 2 78 277 3.55 7

i I
I

3. Speaking I
a. Identifying and explaining 49 245 21 84 8 24 - - - - 78 353 4.53 1

equipments, and tools :
I used for different I,
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activities

b. Describing procedures in 44 220 29 116 4 12 1 2 - - 78 350 4.49 2
performing surveying
activities

c. presenting reports on 39 195 31 124 5 15 2 4 1 51 78 339 4.35 3
fie1d/ project works

I

d. participating in 13 65 37 148 17 51 6 12 5 5 78 281 3.60 4
discussions asking and
answering questions
after lectures and
presentation I

e. Deliver information in 18 90 19 76 13 39 17 34 11 11 78 250 3.21 5
pairs or group
discussions

,

4. Writing I

a. Preparing work plans or 47 235 30 120 1 3 - - - 78 358 4.59 1
projects

b. producing reports on 39 195 31 124 4 12 2 4 2 2 78 337 4.32 5
project works (terminal
or final)

c. prepanng supervision 34 170 27 108 11 33 3 6 3 3 78 320 4.10 7
reports

d. Description of the type 47 235 29 116 2 6 - - - - 78 357 4.58 2
and status of surveying
tools I

e. Filling in report f?rmats 33 165 31 124 9 27 2 4 2 3 78 323 4.14 6

f. Making notes from 41 205 28 112 7 21 I 2 1 1 78 341 4.37 4
reference books, I

surveying manuals,
modules lecture~ and
presen ta tions ,

g. Assignment and yxams 31 155 29 156 7 21 6 12 6 5 78 349 4.47 3 I
, I
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Table 5. Surveying Technology Students' perceived ability in using English Language Skills to

Accomplish Activities in their Training Setting as Indicated by Themselves.

c..

Perceived ability
TrPes of Activities VG G Ave PR VPR if Ejx fi Rank

f fx f fx f Fx f fx f fx
./.1. Listening ,

a. to course lectures, seminars and 5 25 25 100 44 132 4 8 - - 78 265 3.40 1
students' presentation.

b. to pair or group discussions. 4 20 29 116 39 117 4 8 2 2 78 263 3.37 2
2. .Reading I , • p

a. reference books, surveying manuals and 4 20 7 28 53 159 9 18 5 5 78 230 2.95 2
textbooks. I

b. surveying vocabularies/technical terms. 4 20 13 52 30 90 27 54 4 4 78 220 2.82 5
c. construction drawings, floor plans, 3 15 21 84 39 117 13 26 2 2 78 244 3.13 1

elevations, tables, charts, site plans etc.
d. Surveying software instructions. • ",..•~' +' 1 • 5 1 4· 5 15 59 118 12 12 78 154 1.97 6I

e. on the internet. - - - - 2 6 63 126 13 13 78 145 1.86 7
f. preparation for exams. 6 30 10 40 36 108 20 40 6 6 78 224 2.87 3
g. Exam questions. 6 30 9 36 37 III 20 40 6 6 78 223 2.86 4

3. Speaking
a. Identifying and explaining equipments, 1 5 12 48 29 87 29 58 7 7 78 205 2.63 '2-and tools used for different activities
b. Describing procedures in performing 3 15 2 8 37 III 34 68 2 2 78 204 2.62 3

surveying activities
c. presenting reports on field/ project works - - 7 28 32 96 28 56 11 11 78 191 2.45 5 ..

d. participating in discussions asking and 3 15 15 60 18 54 30 60 12 12 78 201 2.58 4 -.
answering kuestions after lectures and \

-:

presentatidn
,

._-f----. --_. - -_.. _- -
e. Deliver information in pairs or group 1I 55 14 56 27 81 20 40 6 6 78 238 3.05 1

discu ssions - ---

. ;

I
'!,
r
t,

I I,

\(
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4. Writing I
a. Preparing work plans or projects 7 35 9 36 37 III 22 44 3 3 78 229 2.94 4
b. producing reports on project works 6 30 10 40 34 102 26 52 2 2 78 226 2.90 5

(terminal or final)
c. preparing supervision reports 4 20 15 60 24 72 30 60 5 5 78 217 2.78 6
d. Descriptionlof the type and status of 5 25 7 28 53 159 10 20 3 3 78 235 3.01 2

surveying tools
e. Filling in report formats 4 20 10 40 24 72 35 70 5 5 78 207 2.65 7
f. Making notes from reference books, 5 25 7 28 54 162 6 12 6 6 78 233 2.99 3

surveying manuals, lectures and
presen tations

g. Assignments and exams 10 50 15 60 41 123 8 16 4 4 78 253 3.24 1
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Table 6. Surveying Technology Students' Preferred Type of English in their Training Setting as Rated

by Themselves.

. Degree of preference

Type of English VH H MD LD VL if ifx JI Rank

f fx f fx f fx f fx f fx

a. General Englishl (GE) 17 85 18 72 20 60 17 34 6 6 78 257 3.29 3
b. English for surveying 33 165 39 156 6 18 - - - - 78 339 4.35 1

Technology (ES~)

c. A balance between the two 27 135 38 152 7 21 3 6 3 3 78 317 4.06 2

Table 7. Importance of Topics/Themes/ and Vocabularies in the Training Setting as Rated by
I ev-" 1 " -, t" ~

Surveying Technology Students.
\ Degree of preference.
t• Type of topics and vocabularies VMIMP I MIMP IMP LIMP NIMP ef tf\' )l0'. :. f fx !f fx f fx f fx f fx,

a. 1fopics/ themes/ Irelated to surveying 46 230 i 30 120 2 6 - - - - 78 356 4.56.
r ,

technology ,
I

b.,\Any topic /theme/ 18 90 '20 80 18 48 1 1 22 11 11 178 251 3.22,
c .'Vocabulary specific to surveying 45 225130 120 3 9 - - - - 78 354 4.54
technology I

I J
d. General vocabulary 22 110:21 84 22 66 7 14 6 6 78 280 3.59 ,,
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Table 8. Attitude of Surveying Technology Students Towards the English Language and the Existing

English Course as Rated by Themselves.

I De are e of satisfactionI

Statements SAg Ag UD Dis SDis if efx JI
£JI

>----
f fx f fx f fx f fx f fx

The English Language
a. I really like to learn English. 41 205 32 128 3 9 2 4 - - 78 346 4.44
b. Learning English is an important part 21 105 37 148 16 48 4 8 - - 78 309 3.96

in our college program. 0

c. Learning English will help me in my 32 160 39 156 3 9 2 4 2 2 78 331 4.24 '<j-

If)

future. 01

d. Learning English is waste of time. - - - - 3 9 45 180 30 150 78 339 4.35
e. learning English has nothing to do - - - - 6 18 40 160 32 160 78 338 4.33

with learning other courses.
f. Learning English is very difficult. - - 7 14 11 33 29 116 31 155 78 318 4.08

The current English courses
a. the course is irrelevan t to my - - 6 12 22 66 20 80 30 150 78 308 3.95

interest. -
b. I hate the course because it doesn't - - 6 12 21 63 30 120 21 105 78 300 3.85

help me. I •......•

c. I take the course because I am forced. 15 30 20 60 20 80 23 115 78 285 3.65
("I)

- - o-
d. The course is helpful to surveying 10 50 10 40 4 12 35 70 19 19 78 191 2.45 •......•

students.
e. I like the content of the course. 12 60 15 60 12 36 23 46 16 16 78 218 2.79
f. The course is an appropriate one. 10 50 15 60 5 15 31 62 17 17 78 204 2.62

. I
i
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APPENDIX 3

Statistical Analysis of Surveying Technology Instructors' Responses in Training Setting

I

Table 1. Importance of English Language Skills in the Training Setting as Rated by Surveying
I

Technology Instructors.

,.
I.,

Degree of 1mportance

Language Skills VMIMP MIMP IMP LIMP NIMP ~l ifx ,u Rank

f fx f fx f fx f fx f fx

a. Listening 7 35 2 8 - - - - - - 9 43 4.78 3

b. Reading 8 40 1 4 - - - - - - 9 44 4.89 1

c. Speaking 6 30 2 8 1 3 - - - - 9 41 4.5615
"t'~' "

.
d. Writing

•.
8 40 1 4 9 44 4.89! 1- - - - - -

I

e. Grammarl 4 20 5 20 - - - - - - 9 40 4.4416

f. Vocabulary 7 35 2 8 - - - - 9 43 4.56 i 3
I

g. Pronunciation - - - - 3 9 5 10 1 1 9 20 2.22 ! 7
I I

,
I

-I
r

'1
i

i
~

\



I

I
Table 2. SUieying Technology Students Ability in Using the English Language Skills in the Training

Setting as Rated by Surveying Technology Instructors
I

Perceived ability

English Language Skills VG G AV PR VPR if efx JL Rank

f fx f fx f fx f fx F fx

a. Listening 3 12 4 12 2 4 - - 9 28 3.11 1

b. Reading' 1 4 4 12 4 8 - - 9 24 2.67 3

c. Speaking - - 3 9 6 12 - - 9 21 2.33 5

d. Writing 1 4 4 12 3 6 1 1 9 23 2.56 4

e. Grammar - - 3 9 5 10 1 1 9 20 2.22 6

f. Vocabulary - - 2 6 6 12 1 1 9 19 2.11 7

g. Pronunciation 3 12 4 12 1 2 1 1 9 27 3.00 2
i

r
!
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Table 3. Frequency of Surveying Technology Students' use of English Language Skills to Accomplish
Different Activities in their Training Setting as Indicted by Surveying Instructors.

I
}

Frequency
Types of Activities Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never if sfx JI Rank

f fx f fx f fx f fx F fx
1. Listening I

a. to course lectures, seminars and 6 30 1 4 2 6 - - - - 9 40 4.44 1
students' presentation. " .

b. to pair or group discussions. 5 25 1 4 3 9 - - - - 9 38 4.22 2
2. Readrng I
a. reference books, surveying 7 35 2 8 - - - - - - 9 43 4.78 1

manuals and textbooks.
b. surveying vocabularies / technical 7 35 1 4 1 3 - - - - 9 42 4.67 2
terms. 1
c. constructiorilCirawings, floor -6' ~30 .

1 4 2 6 9 40 4.44 4{ - - - -

plans, elevations, tables, charts,
. site plans etc .
., d. Surveying software instructions. - - 1 4 4 12 2 4 2 2 9 22 2.44 7..

e. on the in terrnet. - - 1 4 5 15 1 2 2 2 9 23 2.56 6...

f. preparation for exams. 6 30 2 8 1 3 - . - - 9 41 4.55 3
r g. Exam questions. 5 25 1 4 3 9 - - - - 9 38 4.22 I 5
, 3. Spea king
i a. Identifying and explaining 6 30 12 8 1 3 - - - - 9 41 4.56 2

equipments, and tools used for
different activities.

b. Describing procedures in 4 20 3 12 2 6 - 9 38 4.22 3 ,
- - -

performing surveying activities
... -- --

.. ,
J
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c. presenting reports on field/ project 4 20 2 8 3 9 - - - - 9 37 4.11 4
works.

d. participating in discussions 7 35 1 4 1 3 - - - - 9 42 4.67 1
asking and answering questions
after lectures and presentation.

e. Deliver information in pairs or 3 15 3 12 3 9 - - - - 9 36 4.00 5
group discussions.

4. Writing " ··1
.... ' .or;.

a. Preparing work plans or projects. 7 35 1 4 1 3 - - - - 9 42 4.67 1

b. producing reports on project works 5 25 1 4 3 9 - - - - 9 38 4.22 4
(terminal or final).

c. preparing supervision reports 3 15 3 12 3 9 - - - - 9 36 4.00 6

d. Description of the type and status 6 30 1 4 2 6 - - - - 9 40 4.44 3
of surveying tools.

e. Filling in report formats. 3 15 3 12 3 9 - - - - 9 36 4.00 6
---- -

f. Making notes from reference books, 4 20 2 8 3 9 - - - - 9 37 4.11 5
surveying manuals, modules
lectures and presentations

g. Assignments and exams 6 30 2 8 1 3 - - - - 9 41
1
4.56 2

.. '-

~.
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Table 4 Importance of different activities in the training setting as rated by surveying instructors

Degree of Importance
Type of activities VMIMP MIMP IMP LIMP NIMP £f z fx JI Rank

F FX f fx f fx f fx f fx
1. Listening

a. to course lectures and 7 35 2 8 - - - - - - 9 43 4.78 1
students' presentation.

b. topair or group discussions. 6 30 3 12 - - - - - - 9 42 4.67 2

2. Reading

a. reference books, surveying 8 40 1 4 - - - - - - 9 44 4.89 1
manuals and textbooks.

I
...•

b. surveying 7 35 2 8 - - - - - - 9 43 4.78 2
vocabularies / technical
terms .

. c. construction drawings, 7 35 1 4 1 3 - - - - 9 42 4.67 3
floor plans, elevations,
tables, charts, site plans etc.

.1""••' " "" I

q. Surveying software 6 30 1 4 2 6 - - - - 9 40 4.44 5
instructions .

. /

e. on the in ternet.
- --- .. -

2 10 2 8 5 15 - - - - 9 33 3.67 ~7,,
f. preparation for exams. 6 30 2 8 1 3 - - - - 19 41

1
4.,55 '4

I.,

fo. Exam questions. 5 25 1 4 3 9 - - - - 9 38 i 4.22 6

.-13. Speaking I .~r-.- --- --- -- ----- -.
a. Identifying and explaining 6 30 3 - - - - - 9 42 4.67 1 .

cquipments, and tools used \
-:

for different activities
-

i--- -~-==_==~~.=--~~t-~=J---- _. . --------- f----.---f----. -- -- --_ .. ...-
b. Describing procedures in I

. ____ '-- ____ .__.1. __ i _.I__ ._ • .1 _
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performing surveying activities 5 25 1 4 3 9 - - - - 9 38 4.22 4

c. presenting reports on field/ 6 30 1 8 1 6 - - - - 9 40 4.44 3
project works

d. participating in discussions 6 30 2 8 1 3 - - - - 9 41 4.56 2
asking and answ1ering
questions after lectures and
presen tation

e. Deliver information in 4 20 3 12 2 6 - - - - 9 38 4.22 4
pairs or group discussions

4. Writing I

I
I

a. Preparing work plans or 7 35 2 8 - - - - 9 43 4.78 2
projects

b. producing reports on project 6 30 2 8 1 3 - - - - 9 41 4.56 4
works (terminal or final)

c. preparing supervision 4 20 2 8 2 6 1 3 - - 9 37 4.11 7
reports

d. Description of the type and 7 35 1 4 1 3 - - - - 9 42 4.67 3
f .1status 0 surveymg tools

I

e. Filling in report formats 4 20 3 12 2 6 1 3 - - 9 38 4.22 6
I

f. Making notes from reference 6 30 1 4 2 6 - - - - 9 40 4.56 5
books, surveying manuals,
modules lectures and
presen tations

g. Assignments and exams 8 40 1 4 - - - - - - 9 44 4.89 1
I

... -
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Table 5. Surveying Students' Ability in Using English Language Skills to Accomplish Activities in Their

Trainin~ Setting as Rated by Surveying Instructors.

/'
I

"

Perceived ability
Types of Activities VG G AV PR VPR ef t:f-¥ I' Rank

f fx f fx f fx f fx F fx
1. Listening ,

a. to course lectures and students' - - 2 8 6 18 1 2 - - 9 28 3.11 1
presentation.

b. to pair or group discussions. - - 1 4 6 18 2 4 - - 9 26 2.89 2
2. Reading; I
a. reference books, surveying. - - 2 8 4 12 3 6 - - 9 26 2.89 4

manuals and textbooks.
b. ~urveyingl vocabularies/ technical - - 1 4 5 15 3 6 - - 9 25 2.78 5

terms. _ .
c. construction "drawings, floor T 2 8 5 15 2 6 9 29 3.22 1- - - -

plans, elevations, tables, charts,
site plans etc.

d. Surveying software instructions_" - - - - 3 9 5 10 1 1 9 20 2.22 6
e. on the internet. - - - - 3 9 5 10 1 1 9 20 2.22 6
f. preparation for exams. - - 2 8 5 15 2 4 - - 9 27 3.00 2
g. Exam questions. - - 2 8 5 15 2 4 - - 9 27 3.00 2

3. Speaking
a. Identifying and explaining - - 1 4 4 12 4 8 - - 9 24 2.67 1

equipments, and tools used for
different activities

. --- --
b. Describing procedures in - - 1 4 4 12 4 8 - - 9 24 2.67 1

performing surveying activities

\
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c. presenting reports on field/ project - - - - 4 12 4 8 1 1 9 21 2.33 4
works

d. participating in discussions - - - - 4 12 3 6 2 2 9 20 2.22 5
asking and answering questions
after lectures and presentation

e. Deliver information in pairs or - - 1 4 4 12 2 4 2 2 9 22 2.44 3
group discussions

,4. Writing. , ::\,\." J ;:~' .:;'~~~.: t,W'.~,~,.' ~!

;

a. Preparing work plans or projects - - 1 4 4 12 3 6 1 1 9 23 2.56 5I .

b. producing reports on project works - - 2 8 3 9 3 6 1 1 9 24 2.67 3
(terminal or final)

c. preparing supervision reports - - 2 8 3 9 2 4 2 2 9 23 2.56 5

d. Description of the type and status - - 2 8 4 12 2 4 1 1 9 25 2.78 1
I

of surveying tools
e. Filling in report formats - - 2 8 3 9 2 4 2 2 9 23 2.56 5

f. Making notes from reference books, - - 2 8 4 12 2 4 1 1 9 25 2.78 1
surveying manuals, modules
lectures and presen tations

g. Assignments and exams - - 1 4 5 15 2 4 1 1 9 24 2.67 3

I
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Table 6. Type of English preferred in the training setting as rated by Surveying instructors

Degree of preference

Type of English VH H MD LD VL el Ejx jJ Rank

f fx f fx f fx f fx f fx

a. General English (GE) - - 4 16 3 9 2 4 - - 9 29 3.22 3
-

b. English for surveying 9 45 - - - - - - - - 9 45 5.00 1

Technology (ESP)

c. A balance between the two - - 8 32 1 3 - - - - 9 35 3.89 2

Table 7: Importance of Topics/Themes/ and Vocabularies in the Training Setting as Rated by
surve\!ng Technology I~s~~.?stors ..

- -- -

\
Degr.

.', Type of Topics/themes/ and Vocabularies VMIMP MI

. :. f fx f,
+a. Topics /themes/ related to surveying 9 45 -

technology

\Lb. Any topic /theme/
r_

- I./ I
c. Vocabulary specific to surveying 9 45 -

technology I
-- -

d General vocabulary - - 4
---------

fx

__ 0 __ - - -_.- --- ._--
of Importance If 1,1i

P IMP LIMP NIMP
-----

f fx f fx f fx

- - - - - - 9 45

4 12 3 6 1 1 9 23
--

- - - - - - 9 45

.--~- -- ---
6 5 15 - - - - 9 31
-'--.

\

ee

M

4
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APPENDIX 4

Statistical Analysis of English language Instructors' Responses.

Table 1. Evaluation of Students' Ability in Using English Language Skills as Rated by English Language

Instructors.

Perceived ability

English Language Skills VG G AV PR VPR if sfx f-L Rank

f fx f fx f fx f fx F fx

a. Listening - - 1 4 6 18 1 2 - - 8 24 3.00 1

b. Reading - - - - 5 15 3 6 - - 8 21 2.63 3

c. Speaking - - - - 2 6 3 6 3 3 8 15 1.88 7

d. Writing - - 1 4 1 3 3 6 3 3 8 16 2.00 6

e. Grammar - - 1 4 4 12 2 4 1 1 8 21 2.63 3

f. Vocabulary - - - - 3 9 5 10 - - 8 19 2.38 5

g. Pronunciation - - 2 8 3 9 3 6 - - 8 23 2.88 2

-:

J () J



\

Table 2. Importance of themes /topics/ and Vocabulary Items in the Training Setting as Rated by

English Language Instructors.

Degree of Importance if if·x JI

Type of topics and vocabularies VMIMP MIMP IMP LIMP NIMP

f fx f fx f fx f fx f fx

a. Topics/ themes/ related to surveying 5 25 2 8 1 3 - - - - 8 36 4.50

technology
..__ ... -- --.

b. Any topic /theme/ - - 1 4 2 6 5 10 - - 8 20 2.50

c. Vocabulary specific to surveying technology 5 25 2 8 1 3 - - - - 8 36 4.50
--

d. General vocabulary 2 10 ·1 4' . ·4 '12 1 2 - - -8 I 28 3.50
I

.-
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Table 3. Evaluation of the existing English language course as rated by English language instructors.

Degree of satisfaction
To what extent are you satisfied with: VS SD UD DIs VDS if ifx JL Rank

f fx f fx f fx f fx f fx

1. the clarity of the aims of the existing English 1 5 4 16 1 3 2 4 - - 8 28 3.5 1
course?

2. the focus of the objectives of the existing English 1 5 4 16 1 3 1 2 1 1 8 27 3.38 2
course for the development of the language skills?

3. the number of English courses offered to - - 5 20 1 3 2 4 - - 8 27 3.38 2
surveying ktudents?

4. the attitude of students towards the course? - - 1 4 2 8 5 10 - - 8 22 2.75 4
5. the relevance of the contents of the current - - - - 1 3 5 10 2 2 8 15 1.88 5

English course to surveying students' training?
6. the appropriateness of topics/ themes/ of the - - - - 1 3 5 10 2 2 8 15 l.88 5

current English course to surveying students'
training? - ---

7. the relevance of the vocabulary items of the - - - - 1 3 5 10 2 2 8 15 l.88 5
current English course to surveying students'
trainif!g? - --
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APPENDIX 5

Statistical Analysis of On-the-Job Surveying Technology Graduates Responses

'. Table 1. Importance of English language skills in occupational setting as evaluated by On-the-Job

Surveying Technology Graduates.

(.,

Degree of Importance

Language Skills VMIMP MIMP IMP LIMP NIMP ef sfx Ji Rank

f fx f fx f fx f fx f fx

a. Listening 6 30 2 8 2 6 - - - - 10 44 4.40 4

b. Reading 8 40 1 4 1 3 - - - - 10 47 4.70 1. -
c. Speaking ~ 4 20 3· 12 2 6 1 2 - - 10 40 4.00 6

.-
d. Writing 7 35 2 8 1 3 - - - - 10 46 4.60 2

-
e. Grammar 5 25 2 8 2 6 1 2 - - 10 41 4.10 5

f. Vocabulary 7 35 2 8 - - 1 2 - - 10 45 4.50 3

g. Pronunciation - - 2 8 5 15 3 6 - - 10 29 2.90 7

. :

•,
\
1
i

'(
i

1
Y
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Table 2. On-1the-Job Surveying Technology Graduates (Employees) Abilities of English Language Skills

in their Occupational Setting as Rated by Themselves.

Perceived ability

English Langriage Skills VG G AV PR VPR r:! ifx fI Rank

f fx f fx f fx f fx F fx

a. Listening 1 5 2 8 4 12 3 6 - - 10 31 3.10 2

b. Reading] 1 5 2 8 6 18 1 2 - - 10 33 3.30 1

c. Speaking 1 5 1 4 4 12 4 8 - - 10 29 2.90 6

d. Writing 1 5 1 4 6 18 2 4 - - 10 31 3.10 2

e. Grammar 1 5 1 4 4 12 4 8 - - 10 29 2.90 6
I

f. Vocabulary 1 5 1 4 6 18 2 4 - - 10 31 3.10 2
I

g. Pronunciation 1 5 2 8 4 12 3 6 - - 10 31 3.10 2
I
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Table 3. Evaluation of the Importance of Activities Accomplished Using the English Language as rated

by On-the-Job Surveying graduates (employees)

\.

Degree of Importance
Types of Activities in English VMIMP MIMP IMP LIMP NIMP if cfs )I Rank

f fx f fx f fx f fx f fx
1. Liate ntngj ui,'r: III III III III III III III III III III III III III III
a. to speeches at meetings, 1 5 2 8 6 18 1 2 - - 10 33 3.30 ,2

seminars and conferences
b. to technical reports on 2 10 2 8 5 15 1 2 - - 10 35 3.50 1

surveying Iperformances
c. to foreigner staff members 1 5 1 4 7 21 1 2 - - 10 32 3.20 3
2. Reading

I , •I ' .
a. manuals consisting of 4 20 4 16 2 6 - - - - 10 42 4.20 1

ins tru cti0n s~the • .,.-.4 r
..

{

procedures process to be
followed

b. Periodic reports on 3 15 3 12 4 12 - - - - 10 39 3,90 3
assessment and ~
accomplishments of .'
surveying activities -

c. Letters, memos and notices 3 15 4 16 3 9 - - - - 10 40 4.00 2
with regard to resources -(personel, material,
finance) utilization and

:.

-
running surveying projects , -::

or activitiJs and others
,

(
./. :
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d. E-mail messages regarding 2 10 3 12 3 9 2 4 - - 10 35 3.50 6
surveying activities

e. technical brochures, 3 15 3 12 3 9 1 2 - - 10 38 3.80 4
magazines and periodicals

f. News papers /surveying 3 15 2 8 3 9 2 4 - - 10 36 3.60 5
news, vacancy
announcement/

3. Speakrng'[" ..,, . .., ":
a. at meetings, seminars, 4 20 4 16 2 6 - - - - 10 33 3.30 1

conferences i.e. explaining,
asking and answering
questions.

b. With foreigner staff 1 5 2 8 5 15 2 4 - - 10 32 3.20 2
members!

4. Writing " I
a. Supervision report 4 20 3 12 3 9 - - - - 10 41 4.10 2
b. Memos e.g. on allocation of 4 20 3 12 3 9 - - - - 10 41 4.10 2

materials .-
c. Filling in reports formats 4 20 4 16 2 6 - - - - 10 42 4.20 1
d. Formal letters, e.g. 4 20 3 12 3 9 - - - - 10 41 4.10 2

application letters, and CV
forjob ap~lication.
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Table 4. Perceived Ability of Surveying Graduates (Employees) in Using English Language Skills to
Acc10mplish Activities in Their Professional Setting as Rated by Themselves.

I'
I'.

I

Perceived ability E:/ 4~ I-' Rank
I

Types of activities in English VG G AV PR VPR
I

f fx f fx f fx f fx F fx

'~.;r..istcrningI' ' <&! ' -""',"",,' ,,>; "
, .•~T ~ ;

a. to speeches at meetings, seminars and 1 5 1 4 6 18 2 4 - - 10 31 3.10' 2

conferences

b. to technical reports on surveying performances 2 10 1 4 4 12 3 6 - - 10 32 3.20 1

c. to foreigner staff members 1 5 2 8 4 12 2 4 1 1 10 30 3.00 3

2. Reading I
~~. '•.l" t'. •

a. manuals consisting of instructions the 2 10 2 8 4 12 2 4 - - 10 34 3.40 1

d I . . kproce ures process in surveying war s

b. Periodic reports on assessment and 1 5 2 8 5 15 2 4 - - 10 32 3.20 P
:

accomplishments of surveying activities ,
.

c. Letters, mrmos and notices with regard to 1 5 2 8 6 18 1 2 - - 10 33 3.30 2

resources: (personel, material, finance) -
utilization :..

.
-- .- .. -.- .- .

d. E-mail messages regarding surveying activities 1 5 1 4 3 9 5 10 10 28 2.80 (5 -:
- -

•\
i

T
'J

1
1

)~
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e. technical brochures, magazines and periodicals 1 5 2 8 5 15 2 4 - - 10 32 3.20 3

f. News papers / surveying news, vacancy 2 10 1 4 4 12 3 6 - - 10 32 3.20 3

announcement/

~. Speaking I • ,":', jt,,') .: '~1ifi;:'" '~t\; • ~ r('y, I; C",; ~
, 11,;-.

a. at meetings, seminars, conferences i.e. 1 5 1 4 3 9 5 10 - - 10 28 2.80 2

explaining, asking and answering questions.

b. With foreigner staff members 2 10 2 8 3 9 2 4 1 1 10 32 3.20 1

~. Writi~g.;!t If ; , . !
!. ~J'. ~, . ' ~.....

""r;' " t •

a. Supervision report 1 5 3 12 4 12 2 4 - - 10 33 3.30 1

b. Memos e.g. on allocation of materials 1 5 3 12 4 12 2 4 - - 10 33 3.30 1
I

c. Feeling in reports formats 1 5 2 8 4 12 3 6 - - 10 31 3.10 3

d. Formal letters, e.g. application letters, and CV 1 5 2 8 4 12 3 6 - - 10 31 3.10 3

for job application.,
-

f,
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APPENDIX 6A

ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY
~-,- .. "" ......•

INSTiTUTE OF LANGUAGE STUDIES

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

(GRADUATE PROGRAMI

Questionnaire for Surveying Technology Students

Dear Trainees,
of..,i
\

The main purpose of this questionnaire is to collect information that would be

helpful to determine the surveying students English language needs. To achieve

this, your honest response which I would be grateful for would playa major

role. Be sure for the confidentiality of your information. You do not need to

write your name. Please attempt all the questions.

Thank you in advance!.~
Part one. Information about your perceived needs and abilities in the English

language skills.

1.1. How important are the following English language skills to you in your

academic study? How would you rate your perceived abilities in each of the

following skills listed below? (Please put a tick mark (if) against each skills

based on the key given below.

I~~vlor degree of importal1~l

i 5= Very much important I

I
I
I
i

1-----·--··-··-----..--..-------.
I key for perceived abilities

I 5= Very good

4 = Good4= Much important

3 = Important 3= Average

2= Poor2= Less important

; 1= Not important
L. .. . _

I.: Vcry poor

. :...'- ..".•... ./
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------- I Perceived abilities
~

! English language skills
i /4- 13 i ---- --- --

5 !4 13 '2 I I 5 2 I i1

Listening I
I 1

Reading
,,

Speaking I
Writing I

I

Grammar

Vocabulary
I I-- - f- -T- -- --1Pronunciation

J--
Part Two. Purpose of Learning English in training setting

2.1 How often do you perform the following activities in English language in

your academic study in the classroom jworkshopj in field? Please use the given

key and put a tick mark (/) against each item under each scale.

1= Never5= Alwavs
4= usually

3= Sometimes
2= Rarely

Types of Activities Choice
T- - ---r ---.---- - -- ._._-"1

5 4 13 : 2 I
. -----1----- _+- __~--_-

, '~.2.1 Listening

.ctivities, produce topographical survey plan, and

iresentation.

students; ,

'0 course lectures in class room jworkshopj field lessons like

neasuring linear distance and angle activities, carrying out leveling
I -

t++'. , ~
! i-------------------------------~-~-- ~

'0 pair, small group or large group discussions , I i
)-t-h-e-r-s-(-P-Ie-a-s-e-s-p-e-c-i-:-fy-)-=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=-----+--t---+I--t i .-1

I
I i

~.2.2 Reading !,' i

~

i~-+---~-+- 1

<.eference books, surveymg manuals, modules and text books on I !
opics like: measuring distance and angle, Route surveying in ii'
:onstruction, topographic surveying, surveying planning and i

.upervision , a cadastral surveying, etc. I
)urveying vocabularies jtechnical terms (e.g. linear, leveling, I
appmg, elevation, tracing, traversing, map scale, lettering,!

i
ienchmark, etc) concepts (e.g. Measuring linear distance and angle I

III

I



.._--,------, i ",
I I !I r

i
I I

I
I i i
I i !I I

I
I II I!

,
I I

i I

Surveying software program instruction on topics like establishing
I

control points using GPS. - --- - - I - ~- I
On the in ternet I I

f--------------------------------+_ -.--f---t-----!-.--+-- --.j
Preparation for exams. I •

~------c.-----------------------"-.----.---,---
i in basic applied surveying, produce topographical survey plan,
I

conduct survey supervision, determine control points, etc.)

Principles (e-g. principles of performing surveying using topographic

maps, principles of applying route surveymg in construction

surveying)

Construction drawings, maps, floor plans, elevations site plans,

tables, charts, sectional drawings and building details, etc.

Exam questions

Others (please specify _

2.2.3 Speaking i
i
I

Explaining and identifying equipments and tools used for different i
I i

activities like measunng, leveling, determining control points,' ! I

locating route, preparing topographic maps, etc. I i Iii
t-D-e-s-c-r-ib-l-·n-g-p-r-o-c-e-d-u-r-e-s-o-f-p-r-e-p-ar-i-n-g-to-p-o-g-ra-p-h-ic-m-a-p-s-e-st-a-b-I-is-h-in-g-+--+---+I--+-r
'

I property corners and boundary lines determining the elevation of ; Iii
points on the ground, setting up and usmg theodolite to measure i I :

:

,

distances, carrying out leveling activities, etc. I
i

I ! II

i
Presenting reports on field /project works like making a cadastral

surveying applying route surveymg In construction surveying,
i

carrying out a topographic surveying, establish property corners ! : ! :
; ,

I I
i I ;

and boundary lines, etc.) i
,

I I i
Participating in discussions (asking and answering questions) I ! I

in I ! iI ,
I

class /workshop/ model rooms on lectures and presentations. I I
I

Ii
Deliver information in pairs, a small or a large group discussion. I
Others (please specify) ! I

I
I II I I II !

2.1.4 Writing I I I
I

I
Preparing work plan on projects such as carrying out leveling , I I i i

I I
activities, determine control points, making a cadastral surveying,

I
I

apply route surveying in construction, etc. I !
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b
,

b
: I

construction drawings and locate high way, drainage swear line and I I Ii

ou ilding site, preparing topographic maps, prepare photomaps and I
Iresrzmg maps.

-
Preparing supervision reports on specific activities like assuring the

oroper location of centerline of the route, checking setting out of

ou ilding corners, checking the position of known points on the map
:

I I I

vith the ground, etc. i ;
I

I I

)escription of the type, usage and status of surveying tools -(e~g, -- ---J.heodolite , subtense bar, leveling device, mosaics, etc) and resource

allocation (material and finance) in surveying
~. ..

I
.--1

,", ' ,

--··--1----··

illing in report formats in each stage of activities like in I

:letermining control points, making a cadastral surveymg,

oreparing topographic maps, conduct supervision, etc

v'Iaking notes from reference books, surveying manuals, modules,

ectures and presentations.

\ssignments and exams
--------+--- -- .-;--_._-

I I

I :
~urriculum vitae (CV] I

!

-- -- -_ .. f----f----
)thers (please specify ,

I I !
i :

.-1

I
1

j
-'-1

i
I
I

I
!~

2.2 How do you rate the importance and your ability in performing the following

activities in your academic study using English? Please put a tick mark ( ,I)

against each activities based on the key given.

5= Very much Important 2= Less Important 5= very good 2. Poor
4= Much important 1= Not important 4= Good 1. Very poor
~= I111 nrvrt a n r

...,
A \/pr:::t (II',

Types of Activities Importance Ability -l
5 4 3 2 1 5 4;3 !2 : 1 I

I I I

~.2.1Listening I I,
0 course lectures class /workshop/ I IIn room

;

ield lessons like measuring linear distance and I II I.ngJe activities. --+-~ I
I I ; I I :

i i I
I j II -----r-----

, a ; I

o pan. small group or large group discussions 1+'-1_++"';'" I +I----t---t-,. ---"1!
)thers {Please specify} ~,L ''-1 I
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2.2.2 Reading

Reference books, surveying manuals, modules

i and text books on topics like: Rou te surveying in '

construction. i I

Construction drawings, maps, floor plans,

elevations site plans, tables, charts, sectional

drawings and building details, etc. +-' ,
!----------+----+----+--+---t--+----t--+-- ---r---~

Surveying software program instruction on topics ,I I
I 1 '

like establishing control points using GPS.

Surveying vocabularies /technical terms (e.g.

linear, leveling, tapping, elevation, tracing,

traversing, map scale, lettering, benchmark, etc)

concepts (e.g. Measuring linear distance and angle in

basic-applied surveying. --

I
1-Principles (e-g. principles of performing surveying

using topographic maps.

i
On the internet I
Preparation for exams. I i

Exam questions I
r-O-t-h-e-rs--(p-l-e-a-se--s-p-e-c-if-y~-_~~-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_---------4--+---4--+--~--+---+-~----~I--~i-----;

I i
!

Participating 111 discussions (asking and ii,

~a_n~s~w_e_r_i~n_g_~q__u_e_s_tl~'o_n_S_)_l~'n__c_la__ss__/_w__o_rk__S_h_o_p_/__m_O_d__el-r __~ __~-4 __+- __ ~ __ -+i--4i----Hi '1; ._ 1:

I rooms on lectures and presentations. _-I

Deliver information in pairs, a small or a large
group discussion. I I

i2.2.3 Speaking

Explaining and identifying equipments and tools

used for different activities like rneasurmg,

leveling.

I 1

! I

i ! i i'1-:---1
I

Describing procedures of prepanng topographic

establishing property corners andmaps

boundary lines.

Presenting field / project works like making a

cadastral surveying applying route surveying in

construction surveying.

Others (please specify) ! !

I J
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- I~2.2.4 Writing
, I

Preparing work plan on projects such as carrying i ! i

JU t leveling activi ties. I

Producing reports on project works like pilot

works on reading construction drawings and
I

ocate high way, drainage swear line and building
I I I

! I

site, preparing topographic maps, prepare I

»hotomaps and resizing maps.

~reparing su pervision reports on specific

ictivities like the location of I : ,
assunng proper , I

I.enterline of the route.

)escri ption of the type, usage and status of I
tools (e.g, theodolite, subtense bar, I.urveying

J
eveling device, mosaics, etc)

lilling in report formats in each stage of activities
I I ,

I

surveYiJ-t
I , ,

ike in determining control points. t· I
I I

!laking notes from reference books,
-+----l----j

i I

I
: ii

I.ianuals, modules, lectures and presentations.

.ssignrnents and exams

.urriculurn vitae (CV) f-i- i I·-1--1----- -----+-.- ----~ ...• - .. - iithers (please specify -I I
I

I
I

i II i I I I

I

Part three Information about the type of English students need for

academic study

3.l. Which type of English do your academic training needs? (Please put a tick

mark (/) based on the given scale below against each type.

5= Very high 3= Moderate I= Very low

4= High 2= Low

Type of English Degree of Preference I,-----r--··- _ ..-----.---- - .---..;

5 4 i 3 2 i J :
Ii' 1

A General English =r--r--t--,
B English for surveying technology (ESP) I 1--1

i . 1
C A balance between the two I 11I______J
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3.2. Which type of themes/topics and vocabulary items are needed in your

major course''--~tu~;?- Pl~~s:((~;rt~ the degree of importance of the given items

using the key provided below.

5= Very much important 2= Less important

4= Much important 1= N~important

3= Important

I
Items Degree of Importance ,

i

5 4 13 12---1-----1
j ~ ! --I------J
I Topics / themes related to surveymg

I
;

I ~I technology ~i

I Any topic/theme I
i

I I I..-------- .. ---- -- ---1----- -_._----..,

___ I' Vocabulary specific to surveying

.' General vocabulary

Please put a tick mark (/l in the column of your choice about your attitudes

towards learning the English language and the current English course. Please

use the following key for this purpose.

5. Strongly agree 2. Disagree

4. Agree 1. Strongly disagree

3. Undecided
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4.1 The English language Choice I
5 4 3 2 1 !

A I really like to learn English. !
I

B Learning English is an im portan t
-1

part In

our college program.

C Learning English will help me in my future
- --- - -- --i

life. I
0 Learning English is waste of time. I !

e Learning English has nothing to do with

learning other courses.

f Learning English is very difficult ii
5.2 the English course. - ---l

a The course is irrelevant to my interest. I
b I I hate the course because it doesn't help I

I
" !me. I

i
c I take the course because I'm forced to. I
d The course IS helpful to surveymg

I
I

I
students. I

I I
I !

e I like the con ten t of the course. I I; i I ii I

f The course is an appropriate one.
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APPENDIX 6 B

rttu onm,e:r cpe; nt\OfJ f1-tn'z.ne; on·y r9"UCre; flAme; ptb~:f f1:rrl'l anfln

N''l.Ott'1' 'I- oAtTJ£1':f rl7'l,om-1~ rh T?tt.H~ PC(\'1" hoAtTJi1>~ ~t\?'r ;JC

antTJtTJOfJrOl.I ttont..i'7i -ntt~9" rl7'l,<f>Le- tlC(\:f ,etl;t'rlD' 9"1 onlfl ~11,~ttfl1~

ttonlDOl .~Ol.:: flttlf~9" rl7'l,om'1~ V<f>~ 9"t\ 7i .eu '1'e;rr ~t,Y9u ~ll-'tlfl hli~1~<1

{lflrf~CP7\h ,e~ L CPA:: rl7'l,om'1~ onL:-q f1l7'l,fl'1'C ~11.~=trw: tt;t'OfllD. {1t\l111-n;r

71'H'.l7'l,Ol.A t\L;J<>J'1'tt~'r ~l(JJ~ttV-::

'.

fl9"911 on7.~ {lYfl&.A<>J9"::

m<f>~ he; '1'A:'> 9ut\'n91 h~1'~ (l;t' {It\rlD.::
. I

tthYl~I,~. 9"t\'n91, I'l.eom- h ,~.ecp<;, f1rU1~e; .emr :J>tt·::

.eu, onm.e1' ttonon-t\1~ lD.~ <>Jtt-.91'anflcp~11~ fltl.~L7· M)cp.~·fflb {lonO<>Je;ttv-::

h~A (lr}y'-:_ fltt hlU}tt.11~ <):,<):nuttor hltt..t\1.~r ~lr, ltt\A91rr :fft.>;J~ ovL~{

I_I rl7'l,hrf~tt'1~ rh'<>Jtt.H~ <):,<): nutt~rr1" f1flAme; t\.e flt\IFflD. m</>fflb;t' 9°'}

.et\tt·? tton-y flAme; rh'<>Jtt.t1~ <):1<): nutt"1~ 1·tt";t'lD.r} 711$.'.-.1' .ett~tt-

(f1Y.L:-q ylt</>9"tTJtt-)?

~l()n91 9ut\7i911 r'I'om-')" {\ltL~ cr.A6:i· f1anmcp91J f1Y,~,,~, (l'7.C f1</!'1'C)~

ltC rev') 9"Anr fIOfJflcpan'1' 9"ft7i .eltm-::

4= '1'<;.

3= oD~htt~

2= 1I:"'1-~~

1= f1tl19" 11:/"/-<1

5= ~l~:'? f1tTJ9Um:J>l7'l,

4= f1tTJ9um:J>l7'l,

3= m;J>OT[.

2= f1tTJ91J raIJ .em1>91J

1= rl111.em:"91J

•.' -'4-
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fh10)tt 11«;' *1* hu~.y,T f ftrn, m 4>0IJ.:r fftfOi' Tft";1'

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
U . ou~ou1'

ft 0lJ1fHI

m ouCj1C

ao ou~~

UJ o tpOOl.(Grammar) -

L ou~ota ~t\:r (Vocabulary)

0 r :P<\ 7- ~\~(Hl(pronunciatian)

h~A ~ft:r h10)llHC;:1 fouOlJC ilt\OlJfO"f-OtlAmCjt\,e

2.1 fOIf.hTft-:r1 rf'o)llt-:r Oh~A (mChfi"'i) Ol.tl1' m,e,}9" Ooutlh t\,e 9"'} fhA

(tI,}t) fh'1Ol.'1ft-? 11ClhfOf""om-')''} 7t\~ C'!A6:1' Ooumc'>9" Of'}~'}~- !\:"fll6L1

OTom-:r cr.1'C"f- nc (v") 9"Ah1' 001Jtlcpou1' fouAh~::

5= U-AO)It

4= 11"- 0)",

3= /\'}.{';/\'}.{';lit

2= /lA6: /\A6: /l19"11~9"1

1= &..7\CfO

15 4 3 2

f'ou9"U<.1 1ft€} (Lecture) OTtlf~ Co(l"f- t\,e ftiJ"Uft\,

Measuring linear distance and angle, Oouu-/UJft-,).

11'1nrf'OlJt?J l' f'OIf.4>CO-rut.?J"f-1 (presentations)

t1A ~ft Illl h?J ,el' 4>0- --------------------------------------
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vao try tr 0/. t~f<I!(l':r-' , ( tt9° Ufn. r try IT)<I> i'i ao ~lh~ 1-- :-
f'~>f'Uf try,o/t\{):- qo:e:~t\C; f'uotryCY uo~th~1"

rl'flyr Co(l1-'} h{)uot\tH', rUft\, Surveying

planning and'supervision, a cadastral sJrveying)

f'~rUf uo·y uo)':(1tt :Pt\+- (vocabularies) ~1C; th'l.l'JlJ?

:Pt\1-:, flrUft\, Linear, leveling, tapping, elevation,

tracing, traversing, map scale, lettering,

benchmark lDHl' ~,t'l Vc't.(l1" (concepts) tt~Uft\,

determine control points am.." uoClf9l1-,

(Principles) ttrUft\, Principles of applying route

surveying in construction surveying.

ttrUft\, Floor+plan, elevation, site plan, vsectional

drawings and building details

tt~>rUf uo·y r""H,:J~ software program instruction

tt9°Uft\, establishing control points using GPS

uoL~ uoL(l1 t.' (Internet)

t\,t\ l'Jtt (hlln91, ,e1'c/>O') ------------------------:-------------,. ~

tt ..,·ttY~ 'Il7 t\ '1tt"'~f.1"" tt9°Uffl, Measuring, leveling,

preparing topographic maps lDIH' f'UlJ.lD.tt· r;"f'u/

PI., UOu/tY911-', a,,e'J;rrlD.'c] llutyrlD.' uol\f':"C]
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flt\rt\Y~ rp/,. 1>~9" rhrt\ -o:f (procedures), tt~f-:f

(processes) t\9"Uft\. preparing topographic maps,
(DHr '}.e'7;t'r(D·'}I ClvtYf-~,} uot\r~'CJ uoo;t\7\

O-f't\Y~ r7C'~h1-- p/,-fD:f I\.e, t\9"Uft\. Making a

cadastral surveying, (DHr tnJ-o/,·tYCJ '7t\~ t\tnJ_~Lo;

Oh~t\ (fDCh7i7 m.fl1' t\uot}r~ (£f'Y4: t\ODmr1>

(D.e,9" t\ODuot\fl n+nm r9"VC;t'lf '7NI (lectures)

. r-f,tnJtfD:f r11"1Ji:.'J' ~l1>C(l1--(presentationslnf-

UU/-OJ t\ODflm.'J' t\9u'~t\> O£f',}_~ OO')':'}-: m.e9u h~t\

(D'.e,.e.'J' I\.e

t\,1\~t\ (hCIh fD '} .eO;t\7r) ---------------------------------------

)

it
determining

control points, mHr I\.e, o;p_~ tnJH;J~1--

O-f,t\y~ r7C'~t!h'r h'}CP'bfDi-" t\9UU/fl. Pilot works on

reading construction drawings I\.e H'7C10IJ1>L-o

O-f-t\Y~ rrhCJm'l' -f-o;CI/'·:" I\.e, t\9"U/fl. Assuring the

proper location of centre line of the route, H'7C1
tnJH;J~.'J'

device, ~lCJ~Theodolite, subtcnse bar, leveling
t\p/'·m· flt\9uYflt.t\'7m· r'7iH-OCJ rW(D.

o,g:r}'CJ ,eH.'J' 011C11C OTJ1>L-o/ OTJH;J~.'J'
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O-rtl,f'~ J'.L~' ·r"'~h~~:_~ tl9"u,:t\. 0 preparation of
-- - . ....t ••. ___ ~ : . .: _ .•.. ,. .

topographic maps, mH-r c;:.Cqu"f (bTC-r formats)

UOdD·t\-r
-

D'J{l,+ co7i D'JH,:J~-r tl9"Uft\. h D'Jfll <f>7i dD~th~-r:

h~>rUf D'J,tp t\{l : hqu)?:~t\{l : OdD9"tJ <;. h<f>LO·

-r 9"tJ C .f>"f '1 h"'~D'Jb?J";f 1tDJ)?:-r .•.,.,
r",~om' rmL<f>-r {lt-?J":}" '1 &."'~'1

DJtlV-'1.,+(curriculum vitae/ cv /)

t\.t\ ~tl hClh?J, f!.,DJN/r ---------------------------~-------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------..•.

2_2 O{lt\m'1?J {Il.{l~ h,~,.e: -rDJClt·-r, r71,DJtL11;;: *,*, -rm:/>dD{Il. OD'Jh'1m,

L ns: ,f't1{1l.' m<'>OIf.,+'1 "ftl",+?J, OJ).~L~11't>?or} ,f'{lcf>9"flltl·?

11Clh?J t1h,f"~'~' O",~om--r rm<f>01J:.,+'1 r"ftl"":}" 119"fl.":}" PC O<j-<,'aom-+

.p,~C'"f DJC'L r(/) 9"t\hr} OaoCf~ 9Ut\n?J, f!.,{lm-:: 7t\~ CI!t\c;:.13, Il{l<I'J':00 (JJ_

f!.,dDt\h1:: :

5= {l"f.'DJ Otl19U m:PoYf.

4= Ofll9U m:PoYf.
.r •

3= m:PoYf.

2= Ofll9" rD'J f!.,m1>9U

.1= 9U,9" rD'Jf!.,m;P9"

.t . ..~-.~.

II 'j " ". j

5= Ofll9U ~<;.

4= ~<;.

3= ao~htl;;:

2= 11~rr;;:

1= Ofll9U 11~<j~;;:
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ronru~, 1ft' (Lecturelft-t'nf'f coo= . tt.e ft9uUfth
!. ~

Measuring linear distance and angle, carrying out

leveling activities, produce topographic survey plan
(l onUfLPft -t- "hC; (l-t0lJ /. 911: r l71l.cf>C (l- .P' t-911:'

(presentations)

ft,tt l-]ft hCJh91 .e~cf>()- -------------------------------------

ronOlJ/.y chUf¢(t1:, ftrUffl, r~IT]<f>7ion~;'1~1':- r~>rUf
OlJ'}o/Ail:- qo~~AC; ronOlJCY on~;h~1' r·h'lyr. CO(t1:,
IlilonAhf. rUM, Surveying planning and supervision, a
cadastral surveying)

r~'r'''', {TO-y (TOJ':Oft :l'tt·)- (vocabularies) I,CJ -t-h'Ll-]T

:ptt1', ttrUfth Linear, leveling, tapping, elevation,

tracing, traversing, map scale, lettering, benchmark

ut)(l"f (concepts) ttrUftt, produce

topographical survey plan determine control points

OJ11'1' {TOCIf91"f, (Principles) ft9UUfth Principles of

applying route, surveying in construction surveying.
:1. ~

UJ,mL 111-,:- ~C(Y.1·':- ft"l,ll;t- rrf'H;JJr. 11C;t-fD "f,

tt9u
•.•.'th Floor plan, elevation, site plan, sectional

drawings and building details

NI>rUf on-y rrf-11;JJr. software program instruction
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NrUff'l:, establishing control points using GPS

ooL~ ooLn";f, (Internet)

- -

t\,l'\ t"J1\ (hllh9l, ,e~<Po·) ---------------------------------------

"

I\r"l\f~ hl/:\'1trf.1' I\CJ"Uftb Measuring,. leveling,

preparing topographic maps mJ1rf' rattOl.I\· N,rUf Pt·

oovltf9l-:':, o,,e~:J':fm.'lJ llUtf:fm., ool\r+lJ 00'11\7,

{}l\rf'l\f~ rPt~ ~'J'.9° rf"hrf,tr'f (procedures), lLS!.rY.~:
(processes) 1\9°UfI\, preparing topographic maps,
~,e't:J':fm.,-: llutff.~' ool\r+lJ 00'11\7,

fH'l\f~ r1C':t?:h1' Pt· ,91-:". t"t,e l\CJ"vll\, applying route

surveymg m construction surveying, mJ1rf' OlJ-Ot·tflJ

Ohli:/:\ (91Chi'i1 m.{)~ I\uot}rf'li: (~fcf] l\uvmN' m,e9°
1\00001\ {) Orf'om 1'CJ"UC:J'ce 11'1'1 (lectures) rrf'OlJt9l";f

rl1'1~+ h:rCn+ (presentations) t"t,e

UU-I-O, I\on{}mr), l\CJ"vltb O~'.<': OO·S!.', -: m,e9° hli:/:\

m.,e,e+ t"t,e
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points, , mH-1' t\,e IH>)': UlJH;J:e::r

nrtl,e~ P7C':e:h1-' hlCP'l.91-:': NJO':!l'b, , prepase photomaps

and resizing maps t\,e H7() UlJ:rLll

nrtl,e~ PrhlJm~- r'7()t-:r t\,e tl9TJUfl'b Assuring the

proper location of centre line of the route, mHr rh:r:rt\

(supervision) H7() UlJH;J:e::r

tl-1--tls~ pq,rUf- -1-'7()t- :,. rUTJ...,e7tl'7tl- 0:1'91-:': t\9TJUf l'b

Theodolite, subtense bar, leveling device, 7\lJ tlP--' t -rn
il tl~ ,eil..l t\ 7rn, P71HlllJ PlJ-I(ll. 'P,el:\ ooml q,e1J1'lJ ,eH1'

nl1CI1C cryq>Lll/ UlJH;J:e:1'

f1-t-tl,e~ J~L~I- P1-hlJm~- tl~'~/tl> n I; .
ofpreparation

topographic maps, conduct supervision ml1-t l:.Cqo-:':

(('TC~ formats) oooo-t\:r

UlJil;rm7i UlJ11;J :e::r tl~ Ufl'bhUlJff) 4>7i oo~;htt::r r hq>PUf

°'11CPt\il :- hqo:0~t\il :- noo~v~ hc"L(l- 1'~uCq.:flJ

h-t,UlJ(,91-:'''' 11'7:0:r

P-t't'lm- PmL4>1' ilt-91"'-}"'lJ&A-lJ

'7tlO-'b?'(curriculum vitae/ cv /)

1\,1\ i-Jtl ~\()h 91/1 ,e '? M',· ----------------------------~------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------

htt:1:\ ~il:r tlill:\mlJ(ll. PUTJ...,eil..l1:\'? P*I* h,e~:r

3.1 ilt\mlJ 91 iltlUTJ...,eil&.1:\7(ll. Ph I'? tl.H~ 1:1* ~\,e"r'r ~1 ,el\t\-?

7\()h91l ~1\'li91l r-t't'lm~:rl ~\ilL~ 4!'I'C.'-:': (lt7Dm4'9U (l,e'I;'I;. ~\'7.C (lc,!'I'c.';(;

-ici (/) 9ut\}yj, nUlJilc',oo'I' ~t\ 7i ,eilm·::

5= nff)~ h~"'~

4= htt:",~

3= t7Di-Jht\~

2= 11;""'~

-1-
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- . --.. .--
rDTL)'ll&..t\'](Jl. rhl'7tt.H-;: '.I?"}'.I? h~~1~ m<rUIJ,;r

5 4 3 2 1

I flhm?ft~ rDTLOLA (GE)

I flc}rtt rry[:r 1l:r rDTLOLA (ESP) It
--

'}

~ flhm.4'ft~'l fl~'rtt r9°UCr rOlJ.OLA "

3.2 llAm'lOL llflDTL)'1l&'.A10L r/l"}'7tt.I1-;: eJ:"}eJ: ~l1r r"}CJll Ch(l"f ronS~'Otl

.4'ftr (Vocabularies) ~\~~'rIl'l mcpUIJ,;t'rOL r"} ~fttl~?

I,CJnfO'} 9uft'fifO"} oy"}~"}~, ~\"}7.C O<'!£},C'~ '7C'L (/) 9°Anr Ol1ljllcpon£}' 9uI\0
-""'-,

~llm':: .,;
5= h'¢:'7 flfllr mj'°"L ',OL

4= 0tT19° m.4'DTL'tOL

3= m.4'OlJ.',OL 1= 9""}9° rorJ,em:'>9u ',OL

2~ OtT19°rl1lj~mo/9" ',OL

.eHr mcp~:J~

5 4 3 2 1

, ~11;t'rOL (CottrOL h~'rUf 1~rUCr ;JC
') r1''1on£ 1r-t~1'l7 '.I?"}'.I? fLlf"}

I l1lj"}-;:OLr ~l.e',r (U·tl1'O) ~111~ ytlOL '.I?"}eJ:
fLlf"}

h fl~rUf rruCr rDTL)'1t1'71:\on.\.':Otl .4'ft1~
(vocabularies) r)'H '.I?"}'.I? 1l;r fLlf"}

ro hm.4'ft.e d&S70tl .4'ftr (vocabularies) r.r11
fLlf"}
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APPENDIX 7

k_,_,~ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY
r- INstiTUTE'"oF LANGUAGE STUDIES

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
(GRADUATE PROGRAM)

Questionnaire For Surveying Technology Instructors

Dear Instructors:

The main_purgose of this questionnaire i~o col~~information that

would be helpful to determine the s~~eying technology students English
J

language needs. To achieve this, yourhonest response which I would be

grateful for would playa major role. Be sure for the confidentiality of your

information. You do not need to write your name, please attempt all the

questions.

Thank you in advance!

Part one. Perceived Needs of Language Skills

l.1 How important are the following skills for your students in their

academic study? And how would you rate your student's perceived~
abilities in each of the following skills listed below? Please pu t a tick

marktv] against each skills based on the key given below,

; 5=Very much important
14=Much important

1

3=Important
2=Less important

! 1=Not important
I

I English language

I skills

a I Listening
!

b Reading

c , Speaking,
D i Writing

,

ie I Grammar
I I

f I Vocabulary

g i Pronunciation
I

)

5

15~VerY Good
4=Good
3=Averaae

I 2=Poorl:Very Poor
i Very poor
~-------

I I

---I
I
I

I !

__ ----'-------------'--'---'--~ --'---L_L j
i

I ~ , , . \. '~. j
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Part Two. Purpose of Learning English in training setting

2.1 How often do your students perform the following activities in English

language in their academic study in the classroom / workshop / in field? Please

use the given key and put a tick mark (/) against each item under each scale.

5= Always
4= Usually

3= Sometimes
2= Rarely

I= Never

Types of Activities Choice !
!

~~- _5_ 4 3 2 '11- -- ~-- - - ----- -- -- -

2.1.1 Listening I
To course lectures in class room /workshop / field lessons like i I

I
I i

measunng linear distance and angle activities, students I I
presentation, etc. I
To pair, small group or large group discussions I

! !
Others (Please specify) T-1

! I
i j

I II i I

2.1.2 Reading

Reference books, surveying manuals, modules and text books on I I
! topics like, Route surveying in construction.

I
I I :

I
:

i -lSurveying vocabularies /technical terms (e.g. linear, leveling,
I I

!
!tapping, .elevation, tracing, traversin , map scale) concepts (e.g. ! i

Measuring linear distance and angle in basic applied surveying, I Ii;

~p_rl_·n_c_i_p_le_S_(e_-_g_._p_r_in_c_i_p_le_s_o_f_p_e_r_fo_r_m_in_g_S_u_rv_eY_l_'n_g_U_S_in_g_t_o_p_o_g_ra_
p
_h_iC-+'_-1I_~r--_~I_-+__ Ji,i

, maps.

Construction drawings, maps, floor plans, elevations site plans, tables" II i

i I :
~-.r--~~t-~--~----~

I

I
i I

i

g

charts, sectional drawings and building details, etc. II '

I

Surveying software program instruction on topics like establishing-t- ---r
control points using GPS.

On the internet
I--=-----:---=--------------.----------------j----+'--_-~--~--i---- ..__~.. t

Preparation for exams. i I

! !

Exam questions

Others (please specify _

_a_c_t_iv_i_b_·e_s_l_i_ke_m_e~a_su_n_·n_g_,_l_e_v_e_ll_·n_g_. J_._J __l__.~
) 2.1.3 Speaking

Explaining and identifying equipments and tools used for different

I ~O



i Describing procedures of preparing topographic maps establishing ! i
!

property corners and boundary lines.
,

Presenting field / project works like making a cadastral surveying I I
applying route surveying in construction surveying. I

I
Participating in discussions (asking and answering questions) In

Iclass /workshop/ model rooms on lectures and presentations.
1

Deliver information in pairs, a small or a large group discussion. I ! I
I

..J
Others (please specify)

-~ - ~- -- -

2.1.4 Writing

preparmg work plan on projects such as carrying out leveling
I

activities. I
; I

Producing reports on project works like pilot works on reading

construction drawings and locate high way. I !
I I

l

Preparing supervision reports on specific activities like assuring the
I

proper location of centerline of the route.
; i

Description of the type, usage and status of surveying tools (e.g, I I !
! I I

theodolite, subtense bar, leveling device.
I

I I
i

I

Filling In report formats In each stage of activities like In I I
determining control points. I I:

I
Making notes from reference books, surveying manuals, modules, I I :

, I !
lectures and presentations. i ,i

I

Assignments and exams ! I:

i I ' ,i i

Others (please specify
--'--r---·t---r -~-- ..j

I I .I I
I I

2.2 How do you rate the importance and your students ability in performing the

following activities in their academic study using English? Please put a tick

mark ( /) against each activities based on the key given.

)

5= Very much Important
4= Much important
3= Important

2= Less Important
1= Not important

5= very good
4= Good
3. Average

2. Poor
J. Very poor
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r
Types of Activities Ability !

I
Importance

I
--r--~. ---- ,

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 I !
i

2.1.1 Listening

To course lectures In class room jworkshopj i
!

I I i
,

!field lessons like measuring linear distance and I I

angle activities, students presentation, etc.

To pair, small group or large group discussions

Others [Please-specify] -~ ---- ~ - - I1-

i !
I

! I I ,
I ! , II I

i

2.1.2 Reading

Reference books, surveying manuals, modules i
!

:
I

and text books on topics like, Route surveying in I i . I

I
i

Iconstruction. I

i
Surveying vocabularies jtechnical

-'-,
terms (e.g. i i i ,

i I ! , ,
linear, leveling, tapping, elevation, tracing, I

,

I I
I

I
traversing, scale) concepts (e.g. Measuring I

I

Imap

I
!

I linear distance and angle basic applied I
in !

I

I
I I

I

I

I !
I

surveymg, Principles (e-g. principles of !! i
i ,

i !
I I II performing sun eymg usmg topographic maps.

i i
, , ---r- i

-----i
! I i

!

I
Construction drawings, maps, f100r plans, elevations

site plans, tables, charts, sectional drawings and

building details, etc.

Surveying software program instruction on topics

like establishing control points using GPS.

,

I i I I I i
On the in terrier

i I i I I I: : :
r-P-re-p-ar-a-t-io-n-----,-fo-r-e-x-am--s-.-----------·+--r---+-·+--·-~-I--__j_I___;_I---~-',I,'. -~I. --]

Exam questions l

Others (please specify) I! I i I i I I i I

I--::----------------+--+---+-+--+--t----+--+--+---J---~-J
Others (please specify ! I

i

I
I I I I I

I

!

i
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: Explaining and identifying equipments and tools
, :

r-TTTl=flr- __+-_'.:-'---i
I i I : --+--j

! 2.1.3 Speaking

.'

used for different activities like measunng,

leveling.

Describing procedures of prepanng topographic

establishing property cornersmaps

boundary lines.

Presenting field /project works like making a

cadastral surveying applying rou te-surveying in

construction surveying.

!
:

i
I ! I

- -- I - ! I-

discussions (asking and

answering questions) in class /workshop/ model

rooms on lectures and presentations.
, i ,

~D-e-l-iv-e-r--in--fo-r-m--a-t-io-n--l-n--p-a-l-r-s-,-a--s-m--al--l-o-r--a-'-la-r-g-e-+--+---4-~--1----r---4--1-----~I--+i----l'
! I

group discussion. I
Others (please specify) I

I I
I
!

i

ii
I !i ._.
I
i i,

!
!
I

Participating in

I
2.1.4 Writing i I

r-----~--------------------------------------+--+--_4--+_-+----~--__t--r----~ ..---
preparIng work plan on projects such as I

carrying out leveling activities.

Producing reports on project works like pilot

I works on reading construction drawings and
I

I
I I i

locate high way. i I :: !
~---------------------------------~~~~--+-~---+--r----~l-~
Preparing supervision reports on specific I I
activities like assunng the proper location of
centerline of the route.

! .
I

Description of the type, usage and status of I
surveymg tools (e.g, theodolite, subtense bar, ! i '

~le~v~e~l=in~lg~d=e~v~i~c=e~' -+__+-__4--4 __+-__-r---4--~----+I--~:.----J
Filling in report formats in each stage of activities i I
like in determining control points. I I
Making notes from reference books, surveying I
manuals, modules, lectures and presentations.r---~--~------~------------~--------------+--+---4--~-+----r---~-+-----+--+-~
Assignments and exams i
Others (please specify I I

! I'---- -L---'-_---'. __ L---'--_-----' '----_-'- __ '----'- i

1'"1'"1.,.,

r , I I.



Part Three Information about the type of English your students need
3.1 Which type of English does your students' academic study need? Please put

a tick mark (v) based on the given scale below against each type.

5=Very high
4=High
3=Moderate

2=Low
1=Very low

Type of Activity Degree of Important
5 4 3 2 1

A General English
B English for Surveying technology -

(ESP)
C A balance between the two

3.2 Which type of themes/topics and Vocabulary items are needed in your
students major course study? Please rate the degree of importance of the
given items using the key provided below.

5. Very much important 2. Less important
4. Much important l. Not important
3. Important

.-
Items Degree of Imj ortant

5 4 3 2 1
A Topics / themes related to

surveying technology
B Any topic/ theme
C Vocabulary specific to

surveying
,0 General vocabulary .__.L~L __.L~ .L.... -- ---- . J

3.3 Are you happy with the existing English courses/ contents/ provided with
surveying technology students? Please use (/) against your choice.
A. yes n B. No n
3.4 Do yotrfeel a need-roi- a change in the English course being provided?
A. yes II B. No II
3.5 If yotrranswer to J:-r-reJabovequestion is yes what do you think the basis for
the improvement should be? (please, circle your choice).
A. Texts or subjects and vocabularies from major subject areas English.
B. Texts or topics and vocabularies from general English.
C. A balance between the two
4. Please add any other comment you think should be included in the English
course (contents) to satisfy the need of the students
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APPENDIX 8

..------ ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY
'W""'"- _ •••• _.-.,: __ ~ •• : • .: _"":. ~ .••••• _

UNSTITUTE OF LANGUAGE STUDIES

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

(GRADUATE-PROGRAM)

Questionnaire for English Language Instructors

Dear Instructors:

The main-purpose of this questionnaire 1S to collect information that..
would be helpful to determine the'1surveying technology students' English

language needs. To achieve this, your honest response which I would be

grateful for would play a major role. Be sure for the confidentiality of your

information. You do not need to write your name. Please attempt all the

questions.

Thank you in advance!

Part one English language skills required for academic studies

l.1 How do you rate the surveying technology students' ability III using

language skills in their academic study'? Please, use a tick mark (v)

against each skill based on the given key.

5=Very poor 2=Good

4=Very good

3=Poor

1= Average

I
Type of skills Perceived ability

1
'? t 1 --l
J - i r

r------I---,-----------+------1---+---+--t-----------i
A Listening I [

c
Reading

I
B

5 4 3

ISpeaking

t---=----i1r-------:-----:------------------+----, ----l- ----1--
D Writing i i

- - -
I

E Grammar

~---~---,------,-----,------------~--~--+---+--+---------
f Vocabulary

• t

L-g -'-I_P._r._o_n_u_n_c_ia_t_io_n ~-L l_1__. J
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Part Two. Information about the current English course

2.1 What are the majority contents of the course? Please circle your choice.

A. topics of general interest

B. Subject specific sources (contents drawn from the students' area of

specialization i.e., surveying).

C. both general and subject specific sources.

2.2 Do you think you are able to deal with contents/topics from students' field

of study? Please use (/) against your choice.

A. yes DB.No D
- - - - - - -

2.3 If your answer to the above question is 'No', what do you think should be

included to make the material more relevant to surveying technology students?

i

2.4 Do you agree that the current English course be changed? Please use (v')

against your choice.

Yes D No D
2.5 If your answer to the above question IS "yes" how do you rate the

importance of the following item for course improvement? Please, use a tick

mark (v) against each item using the key provided.

15= Very much important 2= Less important l
4= Much important 1= Not important i

I
3= Important

Items Degree of Importance I
5 4 3 I 2 I 1

A Topics/themes related to surveying

I
,

technology I
!
!

I I.__ ..".----_. _ .._-- ...- 1----_._-- - _. -- ;
B Any topic/theme i

--i

C Vocabulary specific to surveying I
I

j

0 General Vocabulary
I ~ i

2.6 For each of the following questions, please circle the number that

corresponds to your degree of satisfaction. Please use the key given below.

2. Dissatisfied

1. Very dissatisfied

5. Very satisfied

4. Satisfied

3. Undecided

2.6.1 The clarity of the aims of the existing English course 5 4 321

136
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2.6.2 The focus of the objective of the existing English course

for the development of the language skills

2.6.3 The number of English courses offered to

SurveyiQ!?..!.~~Jt2:~logy.~tudents .
2.6.4 The attitude of studenlsfowards the course

2.6.5 The relevance of the contents of the current

English course to surveying technology

Students' academic needs?

2.6.6 The appropriateness of topic/themes of the current

3ngli~h course to surveyring technolQgy

Student's academic needs? .•..,~
2.6.7 The relevance of the vocabularyitems of

The current English course to students

academic needs?

5432 1

5 4 3 2 1

5432 1

54321

54321

5432 1
2.6.8 The appropriateness of texts or topics, specialist

vocabularies and exercises related to surveying technology. 5 4 3 2 1

3. Please specify any other comments which you think are relevant to the

development of the English course for. surveying technology students.

Thank you very much

/
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APPENDIX 9A

ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY

INSTITUTE OF LANGUAGE STUDIES

DEPARTMENT OF-FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

(GRADUATE PROGRAM)

Questionnaire for On-the-Job Surveying graduates

Dear Respondents,

The main purpose of this questionnaire IS to collect information that

would be helpful to determine the surveying students English Language

needs. To achieve this, your honest response which I would be grateful

for would play a major role. Be sure for the confidentiality of your

information. You do not need to write your name please attempt all the

questions.

Thank you in advance

Part one: Information about your perceived needs and abilities of

English Language skills in occupational setting

1.1. How important are the following English language skills to you in

your occupation? How would you rate your perceived abilities in each

of the following skills listed below? (Please, put a tick mark (v')

against each skills based on the key given bellow.
-----

Key for degree of importance Key for perceived abilities

5= Very good

4= Good

5= Very much important

4= Much important
L-- _

3= Average

2= Poor

1= Very poor

---



3= Important .

2 . L>= Less 1mportan t- --- . ..:-, . ~

1= Not important

Degree.of Importance Perceived ability
English language skills

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
- -

A. Listening ...
-- f--. ,~

B. Reading

C. Speaking

D. Writing

E. Grammar

F. Vocabulary

G. Pronunciation

1.2. How do you rate the importance and your ability in performing the
e-

following activities in your occupation using English? Pleas put a tick

mark (/) against each activities based on the key given.

Key for Importance Key for Ability

5= Very good

4= Good

5= Very much important

4= Much important

3= Important

2 = Less important

1- Not important

3= Average

2= Poor

1= Very poor
-

Degree of Perceived ability
Types of Activities Importance

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
1. Listening
a. to speeches at meetings, seminars

and conferences --- ..--
b. to technical reports on surveying

performances
c. to foreigner staff members
Other ( please specify)

• ~.' - - . J.,;--
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2. Reading
a. manuals consisting of

instructions the procedures
process to be followed

b. Periodic reports on assessment
and accomplishments of
surve'y'ingactivities

c. Letters, memos and notices with
- - -

regard to resources (personel,
material, finance) utilization and
running surveying projects or
activities and others

d. E-mail messages regarding
surveying activities

e. technical brochures, magazines
and periodicals

-
f. News papers /surveying news,

vacancy announcement!
Other (please specify)

1--.

3. Speaking
a. at meetings, seminars,

conferences e.g. explaining project
plans and performances reporting
accomplished activities asking for
further explanations and
answering guestions.

b. With foreigner staff members
Other ( please specify) .

-

4. Writing
a. Supervision report
b. Memos e.g, on allocation of

materials
c. Feeling in reports formats
d. Formal letters, e.g. application

letters, and CV for job
application. --. __ ._.

Other ( please specify] _..
----"-_ .._ ... _._-_.-

._-- -----
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Part Two: Information about the Existing English Courses

2.1 Please, Comment on the importance of the English language courses

you attended in your previous college in accomplishing tasks/

activities in your present occupation -=
...

.,,,:

2.2 What other items/ contents 90 you think should be included to make

the material more relevant to.surveying technology students?
~

.<

Thank You!

. :....-.~.-
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APPENDIX 10

ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY

INSTITUTE OF LANGUAGE STUDIES

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

(GRADUATE PROGRAM)

English Language Instructors Interview

Dear Instructors:

Good -Morning/Good Afternoon. My name is Getahun Melaku. I have
come from Addis Ababa University, school of Graduate Studies to study
the English in language needs of the students of surveying technology.

Your honest responses are very crucial for the success of the research.
Thus, you are cordially requested to provide real responses to the
questions I ask you. Be sure for the confidentiality of your information.
Thank you very much for sparing your valuable time and effort in this
interview

1. Information on the current situation.

1. What are the contents you teach in this course?

2. Do the contents have relevance to that of the students' field of study
which is surveying?

3. If not why not?
4. Do you think that the contents of the course are relevant to the

students' level?
5. Are the tasks, activities and examples in the course related to the

students' field of study?
6. If your answer to question number 2 and 5 is 'No', what do you think

would be a good replacement to make the contents of the English
course more relevan t?

7. Do you think that the course helps to enhance the students'
communicative abilities in their academic life and future life')

8. How do you find the students' interest in this course?
High 0 Average 0 Low 0

9. What do you think are the factors for the high/average/low interest of
students in the class?

10. Please, add any other comment regarding the course vis-a-vis the
needs of the learner.
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APPENDIX 11
\::-:---'-"--ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY

INSTITUTE OF LANGUAGE STUDIES
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

(GRADUATE PROGRAM)

Structured- Interview for Employers

Dear Respondents,

The main purpose of this interview is to collect information that would be
helpful to determine the surveying students English language needs. To
achieve this, your honest responses which I would be grateful would play
a major role. Thus, you cordially requested to provide real responses to
the questions I ask you. Be sure for the confidentiality of your
information. Thank you very much for sparing your valuable time and
effort in this interview.

Interview questions:

1. What are the specific activities your surveymg graduates
(employees) carry out in English?

What do they read?
What do they write?
What do they speak?
What do they listen to?

2. What are your employees' abilities like in performing activities like
listening to speeches at meetings, seminars and conferences,
reading, manuals consisting of instructions the procedures process
to be followed, speaking with foreigner staff members and writing
supervision report etc.?

3. Which of the following language skills are important for the jobs
your employees carry out? Please rank them in order of their
importance.

Listening
Reading
Writing
Speaking

4. Please add any comment related with your employees language
needs?

Grammar
Vocabulary
Pronunciation

Thank you very much!

~.~-' ~"
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APPENDIX 12

ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY

INSTITUTE OF LANGUAGE STUDIES

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

(GRADUATE PROGRAM)

Students' Focus Group Discussion on Language Needs.

Dear Students:

Good Morning/Good Afternoon. My name is Getahun Melaku. I have
come from Addis Ababa University, school of Graduate Studies to study
the English in language needs of the students of surveying technology.

Your honest responses are very crucial for the success of the research.
Thus, you are cordially requested to provide real responses to the
questions I ask you. Be sure for the confidentiality of your information.
Thank you very much for sparing your valuable time and effort in this
discussion.

Points for Focus Group Discussion

1. What were your expectations of the English courses

2. What do you want from the course?

3. How do you like English?

4. Does the course meet your needs? If not, what needs are not
included?

5. What objectives have you achieved in your course?

6. Do you think that the contents of the course are relevant to your
level?

7. Are the tasks, activiues and examples related to your field of
study? If yes, how?

8. Do you think that the course helps you to communicate
effectively in your academic future career prospects? If yes, how? If
not why not?

9. How is your interest in the course? High, average or low?

10. What are the factors for your high, average or low interest in the
class?

. . .
11. Please, add any other comment regarding the course vIs-a-vIs

your needs.
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